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ABSTRACT 

The study investigated the degree of compliance of 

selected Arizona public school districts with a set of 

state statutes which placed a limit on the amount 

bilingual education services a district could provide to 

students. The existing literature on implementation and 

compliance suggested that several conditions might 

influence districts to implement programs of instruction 

which would be at variance with the state laws. 

The study used questionnaires to gather program 

data from 40 school districts in southeastern Arizona. 

These questionnaires were screened to determine those 

districts offering programs of instructions which exceeded 

the restrictions of state law. Six such districts were 

found. Interviews were conducted with program 

administrators in each district to determine the 

explanations for noncompliance. An interview was also 

obtained with an Arizona Department of Education official 

to determine the role of the state regarding the bilingual 

statutes. 

Information obtained from the interviews revealed 

that several of the programs had been established under 

federal pressure to provide equal educational opportunity 

to limited-English-proficient children. These programs had 

x 
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existed long before these state statutes were put into 

effect in 1981. 

Data also indicated that the state statutes lacked 

enforcement mechanisms. The state agency responsible for 

those programs received no mandate to monitor districts or 

to enforce state restrictions. Also, this agency was 

federally-funded with a primary loyalty to federal 

priorities to keep programs in operation and with a 

service rather than an enforcement orientation toward 

local districts. No enforcement of the restrictions found 

in the 1981 bilingual statutes took place. Furthermore, 

administrative regulations for the 1981 statutes were 

formulated which permitted programs of instruction 

exceeding state limitations to continue. 

In 1984 new bilingual statutes were put into 

effect which removed the restrictions of the old statutes. 

The new statutes are discussed from the historical 

perspective of the earlier statutes. 



CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM 

Introduction 

The Tenth Amendment of the United states 

Constitution makes education the responsibility of the 

individual states. All states have formulated laws to 

establish, operate, and regulate a system of public 

schools. The resulting state statutes become the major 

source of educational policy in the country. To understand 

how education operates within a state, it is necessary to 

have some idea of the laws which guide it. 

However, mere knowledge of the corpus of 

educational laws is insufficient. An understanding of the 

process of law and law making, its dynamics and its 

functions, is equally important. Grilliot (1979) observes: 

Law is not merely a body of static rules to be 
obeyed by all citizens who are subject to its 
sanctions. It is a dynamic process by which 
rules are constantly being adopted and changed 
to fit the complex situations of a developing 
society (P. 4). 

Grilliot points to the dual nature of law--as both product 

and process. Law embodies society's articulated values. At 

the same time, it contains the process through which these 

values are discussed, affirmed, and codified. 

1 
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Despite a fundamental moral imperative to obey the 

laws of society (Anderson, 1979; Kennedy, 1962), the 

process through which laws are created also generates the 

potential for noncompliance. In the political interchange 

through which law is developed, the interests and values 

of competing groups come into conflict. Through the 

compromise inherent in this process, the values and 

interests of some groups are accommodated and even 

championed as society's official policy. 

The struggle among competing views does not end 

with the codification of official policy. Those groups 

whose interests were frustrated during the legislative 

processes do not normally abandon their original values, 

especially if they are central to the group, just because 

the values are not part of the official policy of the 

larger society. In fact, these groups may comply with the 

official policy with varying degrees of zeal, while 

continuing their efforts to change the law to reflect 

their values and interests. 

This dynamic quality of law is frequently either 

overlooked or disregarded when law is contemplated 

exclusively from its product aspect, as rules and 

regulations to be followed unswervingly. When viewed more 

realistically in its dual aspects of product and process, 
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law's dynamism is readily apparent. Law is not fixed and 

immutable but constantly evolving in a slow but deliberate 

metamorphosis. 

Therefore, the official, codified public policy 

contained in a statute passed at a given point is unlikely 

to be the final word of society on the issue, especially 

if the statute deals with a complex and controversial 

social topic which generates continuing thought and 

discussion within the society. Some laws are changed 

because they prove to be pervasively unpopular or 

unenforceable; others need alteration because they were 

poorly designed or conceptually flawed. still others 

require mdoification to adapt to the rapidly changing 

demands of society. 

The statutes enacted by legislative bodies to 

promote social order and regulate institutional and 

individual behavior should, therefore, be studied and 

researched to see if they are functioning as intended. 

Laws governing public education need to be investigated to 

see if they realistically and adequately address the needs 

of school districts and provide sufficient discretion to 

local officials in seeking and applying solutions to local 

educational priorities. 
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In education, as in other areas of society, the 

law exerts both its stabilizing and its dynamic forces. 

Even though education is a primary institution for the 

promulgation of societal and cultural values, educational 

institutions do not always implement or comply with 

statutory regulation as legislators envisioned they would. 

compliance and implementation studies have" both become 

appropriate and relevant areas of inquiry for researchers 

interested in studying the impact of law on education. The 

study of policy formation and analysis is equally 

pertinent to such investigation. In fact, the examination 

of the relationship between law and education draws upon 

thought and findings from a number of social sciences. 

Background of the study 

The study investigates Arizona's recently replaced 

bilingual education statutes, sections 15-705 through 

15-707 of the Arizona Revised statutes. They became 

effective in January of 1981 and were replaced with new 

legislation in April of 1984. During the years th~y were 

in effect, these statutes were intended to provide 

appropriate educational programs in the public schools for 

students whose home language was other than English and 

whose proficiency in English was limited. The study will 



hereafter use the acronym OLP/LEP (see Definition of 

Terms, p. 10), to refer to these students). 

section 15-705 specifically limited any special 

programs of bilingual instruction to the first eight 

grades of any common or unified school district. All 

5 

instruction occurring outside these special programs was 

to be given in English. The statute further mandated the 

revocation of certification for any teacher failing to 

comply with this particular section of the statutes. Not 

only did such language appear to prohibit bilingual 

instruction programs at the high school level, but it also 

promised a very harsh punishment for any teacher providing 

such instruction in defiance of or in ignorance of the 

law. 

An Administrative Regulation of the state Board of 

Education, section R7-2-306(A), appeared to resolve this 

dilemma by stating that: 

School districts may also provide special 
instruction in the English language to high 
school students whose primary or home language 
is other than English and who, by reason 
thereof, have limited English proficiency and 
may provide bilingual education to such high 
school students where required by Federal 
statutes, regulations or pursuant to conditions 
of Federal grants. 

However, this regulation failed to pOint out that there 

are no federal statutes which require bilingual education. 
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The major federal statute which explicitly affects OLP/LEP 

students, other than Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 

1964, is the Equal Educational Opportunities Act (EEOA) of 

1974. section 1703(f) of that act, requires only 

"appropriate action to overcome language barriers that 

impede equal participation in • • • instructional 

programs." The act does not spell out what constitutes 

"appropriate action," and courts have thus far concluded 

that Congress did not intend the term to mandate bilingual 

education programs (Casteneda v. Pickard, 1981). 

Furthermore, the regulations failed to mention 

that conditions of federal grants cannot supercede a state 

law where one exists. Sacken (1983) notes: 

The second contingency in the regulation, 
purporting to release districts seeking to 
comply with the conditions of a federal grant, 
simply ignores the law. If a federal grant 
program ofers special funds tied to the sole 
condition that participants provide bilingual 
instruction during the high school years, the 
district has the quite simple obligation to 
ignore the program. state law expressly 
prohibits satisfaction of the triggering 
condition attached to the grant funds (p. 32). 

Therefore, the apparent resolution of conflict offered by 

the state Board of Education's Administrative Regulation 

turns out to be a hollow promise. 

Actually, unlike section 1703(f) of the EEOA, the 

Arizona statutes did not require any special treatment for 
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OLP/LEP students. The statutes permitted such treatment 

but they did not require it. providing no specialized 

program at all was one of the options open to local school 

districts under the Arizona statutes. Despite the 

obligation under section l703(f) of the EEOA, there was no 

assurance under Arizona statutes that OLP/LEP students 

were in fact receiving any specialized educational 

treatment. 

Finally, Arizona's statutes limited any special 

courses of bilingual instruction to a period of four years 

for any common school pupil. Such a restriction limited 

the choices of local districts if additional specialized 

instruction was believed necessary. It also placed a 

burden on local school districts in dealing with their own 

unique programmatic needs in that it prevented the 

continuous use of bilingual programs beyond four years for 

any student. It should be further noted that section 

l703(f) of the EEOA places no such limits on "appropriate 

action." 

The Arizona statutes, with their requirements, 

punishments, restrictions, and even tneir lack of 

requirements, placed real and considerable constraints on 

local school districts. School district officials and 

program implementors were denied the flexibility and 
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control to determine what was "appropriate action" to meet 

local conditions. 

Although special language instruction programs at 

the high school level were forbidden by state statute, the 

need for such programming might still exist in various 

communities within the state. A four-year limit on 

bilingual instruction might frustrate local desires for 

flexible programming to meet educational needs exceeding 

this limitation. If some communities' desires did not 

mesh with these restrictive state statutes, local school 

district officials would be placed in the awkward position 

of having to choose obedience to the laws of the state or 

providing requested assistance to students under their 

supervision. 

statement of the Problem 

The problem was to determine the effectiveness of 

the Arizona bilingual education statutes just described in 

regulating the amount and the type of specialized language 

instruction programs for OLP/LEP students in selected 

Arizona public school districts. The study also measured 

compliance, as well as evaluated mechanisms chosen by 

school districts to implement the statutory requirements. 
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purpose of the study 

The study sought to examine a set of statutes 

which were somewhat unique for educational laws. statutes 

dealing with education frequently regulate funding, 

curriculum content, and even the school calendar, but 

rarely seek to regulate a teaching methodology. By the 

state's own definition, found in section l5-707(D), 

bilingual education is "instruction through the media of 

English and another language for understanding, speaking, 

reading and writing." This is just a teaching methodology, 

nothing more. 

The statutes also exhibited a statutory design 

more common to traffic laws th~n to education. These 

statutes placed an absolute ceiling or limit on 

permissible services, which were, again, methodological in 

nature. 

The purpose of the study was to examine the 

relative effectiveness of this statute, through an inquiry 

into the pattern of compliance with the statutes in 

selected Arizona school districts, in regulating services 

in educational settings. The study's purpose was also to 

examine the programmatic strategies and structures used by 

districts to implement the legislature's dictates under 

these statutes. 
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Research Questions 

The following questions served to guide the study: 

1. What programs were implemented by local school 

districts under ARS 15-705-707 (1981) to meet the 

educational needs of OLP/LEP students in their 

districts? 

2. Were the programs implemented by local school 

districts for OLP/LEP students in compliance with 

the statutory requirements of ARS 15-705-7071 

3. If a school district's program for OLP/LEP 

students was found not to comply with the 

requirements of ARS 15-705-707, what explanation 

did the district offer for its choice of program 

offering? 

4. What monitoring or enforcement efforts were made 

by the Arizona state Department of Education to 

secure compliance by local school districts with 

ARS 15-705-7071 

Limitations 

There were a number of factors which will limit 

the general findings: 



1. Data were gathered from all public school 

districts of three counties of southeastern 

Arizona: Cochise, pima, and santa Cruz. 

11 

2. Much of the data were gathered by self-reporting 

instruments and interviews. These data were 

subject to the criticisms which are applicable to 

these procedures. 

3. Data were gathered only from programs for OLP/LEP 

students in each district. 

Assumptions 

This research was based on the following set of 

assumptions: 

1. That the researcher would be able to acquire 

information from each district reflecting the 

current and official policy regarding'oLP/LEP 

student programs in each district. 

2. That accurate information could be secured through 

self-report and interview methods. 

3. That the data gathered reflected the actual 

conditions in the schools relative to the 

implementation of bilingual instruction programs. 

4. That this study would be of value in understanding 

the process of implementing educational policy. 



Definition of Terms 

Compliance. Actions and behaviors taken in 

accordance with laws, policies, and regulations of 

decision-making bodies and executive officials. 

12 

Implementation. The stage during which laws and 

policies designed to effect social compliance and change 

are made operational by organizations and individuals. 

Implementation Research. A research approach which 

concentrates upon the process of translating policy into 

programs. The approach is characterized by the use of 

non-statistical methods, such as document analysis, 

observation, unstructured interviews, and questionnaires, 

to examine problems which emerge in the process of 

implementing a policy. 

Innovation. A term frequently used in 

implementation research to refer to a new technology, 

idea, or practice resulting from a policy decision. It is 

essentially an intrusion into an established routine and 

necessitates an organizational response or reaction to it. 

OLP/LEP. Other-Language-Proficient/Limited-English 

-Proficient. This term describes children who demonstrate 

normal language acquisition and function in a language 

other than English but who have not yet acquired the full 

range of language function in English. 
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Bilingual Education. The definition for this study 

is that of the Arizona Revised statutes, section 

15-707(D): "instruction through the media of English and 

another language for understanding, speaking, reading and 

writing." 

Mutual Adaptation~ A term originated by Berman and 

McLaughlin (1976) to describe the most successful type of 

interaction between an innovation and its organizational 

setting during implementation. Both the innovation and 

the organization make adaptations to one another. 

Cooptation. Another term used by Berman and 

MCLaughlin (1976) to describe a type of interaction 

between an innovation and its organizational environment 

in which only the innovation undergoes adaptation. The 

organizational participants do not adapt to the 

innovation. 

Prescribed Behavior. Activities which are advised 

or mandated by a law, policy, or regulation. 

Proscribed Behavior. Activities which are 

prohibited by a law, policy, or regulation. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT LITERATURE 

Introduction 

The concept of compliance and the process of 

implementation are necessarily intertwined. Laws and 

policies are translated into action through the process of 

implementation. Implementors of programs must evaluate 

their efforts for compliance with the empowering mandate. 

Neither can be viewed entirely independent of the other. 

For this reason, a review of the relevant literature on 

implementation proves especially innsightful into the 

relationship between the two. It provides a better 

understanding of complaiance by social agencies and 

institutions than does an exclusively legal perspective. 

Definitions of Implementation 

The first step in the discussion of implementation 

is to attempt to define the term. In this instance, 

however, the task is more formidable than it appears. 

First, the study of implementation is a young field. It 

is in transition, still growing, still defining itself. A 

conclusive definition is therefore premature. It is also 

an interdisciplinary field. Researchers from fields as 

14 
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diverse as law, political science, education, and 

anthropology study implementation. Each field tends to 

adjust its definition to suit its own disciplinary 

perspective. Lastly, implementation is a very broad 

concept encompassing political, organizational, technical, 

and bureaucratic areas. Each defines implementation 

according to its own viewpoint. 

Despite this diversity, there are common elements 

in the many definitions of implementation. While the 

purpose here is not to produce an inventory of 

definitions, it may be instructive to review a few of the 

most noteworthy before setting forth the definition which 

directs this study. 

From the field of law, Clune and Lindquist (1981) 

say: "We define implementation as the process and art of 

deliberately achieving social change through law" (P. 

1045). 

The definition offered by Baum (1981) shows a 

largely political science bent: " ••• implementation is 

best defined as the relevant actions and inactions of 

public officials who are responsible for helping to 

achieve objectives contained in previously enacted 

policies" (P. 39). 
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Hargrove (1982) offers a more comprehensive 

definition of implementation: -I define the term to have 

two minimal requirements. First, the actions required by 

the law are carried out; and second, those actions 

encompass both formal complaince with the law and 

organizational routines consistent with compliance" (p. 

21). 

Finally, Williams (1980) suggests that: 

"Implementation may be described most briefly as the stage 

between a decision and operations. It is the next hard 

step after the decision, involving efforts to put in 

place--make operational--what has been decided" (p. 1). 

These definitions represent the variety as well as 

the similarity of perspective researchers from various 

disciplines assume as they approach the study of 

implementation. By drawing together elements of these 

definitions, the definition offered by this study can be 

ascertained, which is as follows: -Implementation is the 

stage during which laws and policies designed to effect 

social compliance and change are made operational by 

organizations and individuals." 

The Nature of Implementation Research 

The body of literature on implementation research 

is not large. Implementation research has existed as a 
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field of inquiry for scarcely two decades. It developed 

as investigators sought to find better explanations for 

the apparent failures of the numerous Federal social 

programs of the sixties and seventies than traditional 

outcome evaluations could provide. Hargrove (1975) points 

to this inadequacy as he notes: 

Evaluation is not the same thing as research 
upon implementation because it usually 
concentrates upon ultimate program impact 
without asking about the institutional means of 
achieving that effect or, if short run, 
inquiries into limited questions of program 
efficiency. In either case, a concern with 
institutions as agents of program efficiency is 
not central to the work of much of what goes 
under the heading of eVlauation (p. 7) • 

. Implementation research sought explanations for why 

programs appeared to fail. Statistical evidence of failure 

offered by evaluation studies simply could not provide 

such explanations. What was needed was a different 

approach, a different focus, and different methods of 

study. 

prior to the formal study of implementation, 

researchers concentrated upon either the policymaking 

process or the outcomes of programs stemming from 

particular policies. The execution of and compliance with 

~he ruling policy were assumed to be more or less 

automatic and were virtually ignored as subjects of 

research. McLaughlin (1976) remarks about this widespread 



phenomenon: "The area between inputs and outputs--the 

implementation stage--is relatively unexplored in all 

social service areas, and is only recently beginning to 

receive attention in the area of education" (p. 399). 
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Implementation research took the interval between 

policy formation and outcome evaluation as its primary 

domain. It concentrated its attention upon organizations 

and the individual actors within them as the basic 

translators of policy into action. This new research also 

assumed an eclectic approach to methodology, drawing 

strategies and techniques from numerous and varied 

disciplines in its search to find adequate tools to suit 

its purposes. 

With a new approach, new focus, and many different 

techniques, implementation research could begin to examine 

what outcome evaluation could not. It could look at how 

well a policy was put into practice by the organizations 

responsible for the delivery of services to clients. This 

was an important ability, as Scheirer and Rezmovic (1983) 

point out: 

To correctly attribute the observed outcomes of 
a social problem to the intervention, the 
researcher should have empirical evidence on the 
extent to which program components were 
implemented. Without such evidence, researchers 
may erroneously conclude that an intervention 
was ineffective when, in fact, treatment 



implementation was inadequate to afford a valid 
test of the program (p. 599) •. 
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Implementation research could provide an important service 

to policy makers and implementors alike. It could help 

avoid premature declarations of failure and salvage both 

programs and policies. 

Compliance in Implementation: Factors 

Compliance very quickly became a prominent issue 

in implementation studies. Several early implementation 

studies focused upon the implementation of the Elementary 

and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965, especially 

upon Title I of that act. Two of these studies, Murphy 

(1971) and McLaughlin (1976), reached somewhat similar 

conclusions regarding problems of compliance with the 

provisions of the act. 

Murphy's study offers some quite perceptive 

explanations for the compliance problems he found. He 

points out that, at the time the ESEA was passed, the 

issue of federal control of schools was being widely and 

hotly debated. He also notes that: 

It is important to understand that the reform 
was not a response to public pressure. Unlike 
the great national programs passed during the 
New Deal, Title I did not arise from public 
demand. The poor were unorganized and had made 
no demands for such legislation. Nor was Title 
I a natural outgrowth of tried and tested 
programs at the local level (p. 37). 
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The combination of these elements created an atmosphere in 

which there was little local support for Title I and 

little natural inclination on the part of local school 

officials to comply with federal demands. 

In addition, Murphy suggests that the U. S. Office 

of Education (USOE), the administrative agency of Title I, 

was "indisposed to compliance activities" (p. 51). This 

indisposition was due, in part, to a shortage of 

personnel. It was also due to the service-oriented 

attitude of the professionals at USOE who saw their jobs 

not as enforcement but as "one of trouble-shooting, 

answering complaints, and providing service" (p. 42). 

Interestingly, Mur~hy also found this same attitude at 

work among the professionals in the state education 

agencies in their dealings with local school districts. 

This attitude, coupled with a long tradition of local 

control of schools, placed relatively little emphasis on 

compliance for local school districts. 

Lastly, Murphy also discovered that there was an 

ineffective system of incentives and sanctions operating 

in Title I. The complicated formula-grant mechanism worked 

to create a virtual entitlement for each state and 

locality and to weaken federal control. Congressional 

inervention on behalf of local constituents helped to 
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further undermine USOE control. The largest culprit was 

the federal system itself. Murphy observes: 

In the federal system, states have no inherent 
reason for following federal directives • • • 
unless they are rewarded or penalized for their 
action. Since states receive their full 
entitlement for mere participation in Title 
I--as opposed to producing some specified 
result, or doing a good job--there are virtually 
no reasons to follow federal directives (p. 57). 

All of these factors placed federal officials in a very 

weak bargaining position and greatly complicated efforts 

to pressure school districts into compliance with federal 

rather than local priorities. 

McLaughlin (1976) studied the implementation of 

Title I by looking at the notion of compliance and the 

assumptions underlying the concept. She looked at four 

factors which are assumed to promote compliance with 

policy regulations: common goals, the presence of a 

reliable knowledge base, a system cf incentives and 

sanctions, and the exercise of effective authority. 

McLaughlin looked at these elements separately to see how 

each one shaped the implementation of Title I. 

It should be noted that the framers of ESEA Title 

I were aware of these four factors and had anticipated 

that each would come into playas the reform legislation 

was implemented. Incentives and authority were 



established as formal control mechanisms to ensure 

compliance with the intent of the law. 

Common Goals 
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McLaughlin found that Title I lacked common goals. 

Various groups approached Title I with their own 

interpretations and their own working agendas. state and 

local officials and even some congressmen viewed Title I 

as general aid and worked to make it so. Many 

national-level education associations also wanted general 

support for ongoing school programs. They lent their 

support to Title I only to get a law on the books which 

they regarded as a symbolic first step toward general aid. 

After the bill was passed they essentially abandoned it, 

moving on to other interests. Reformers saw the thrust of 

Title I as the elimination of poverty. They were convinced 

that properly educated poor children would do better 

economicaly as adults. To these people, among whom were 

numerous high government officials, Title I was much more 

than mere symbolism. 

These ideological and political differences, 

combined with the general, nationwide suspicions about 

federal encoachment upon local control of schools, had a 

negative effect on compliance efforts at all levels in the 

implementation process. Efforts were frequently bent 
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towards the alteration of federal directives rather than 

upon compliance with them. 

Reliable Knowledge Base 

McLaughlin described the knowledge base to which 

she referred this way: 

The knowledge necessary for compliance includes 
both knowing what to do and receiving feedback 
about the success or adequacy of the consequent 
acivities. 'Knowing what to do' implies not only 
that the subordinate has adequate tools and 
technology to carry out a directive, but also 
that he understands the rules of the game--that 
he has good information about what it is he is 
supposed to do (p. 403). 

She found that schoolmen had neither kind of knowledge in 

1965 when the ESEA was passed. Reformers were wrong about 

the assumed knowledge base. 

Reformers passed Title I on two erroneous 

assumptions. They assumed that educators possessed 

reliable remedial knowledge to correct the special 

problems of the disadvantaged. Despite arguments of 

educators to the contrary, they, in fact, had no such 

reliable knowledge. 

Reformers also assumed that schoolmen had reliable 

procedural knowledge with which to build and implement 

effecive remedial programs for poor children. Once again, 

the facts show that schoolmen had no such knowledge. This 

dual lack of knowledge, coupled with the absence of shared 



and mutually understood goals, further aggravated 

compliance with Title I. 

Incentives and Sanctions 
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McLaughlin, as had Murphy (1971), found that the 

control mechanisms of Title I were, in effect, practically 

useless. There was no incentive for school districts to do 

as federal directives required, nor any real sanction if 

they failed to do so. The one incentive was money and that 

was awarded for participation, not for producing federally 

desired results. McLaughlin's findings supported those 

found earlier by Murphy. Federal control had been eroded 

by congressional interventions and by the effect of a 

monetary entitlement. These facts, the lack of reliable 

knowledge, the vague, conflicting goals begin to suggest 

some reasonable explanations for various compliance 

problems and program failures. 

Effective Authority 

Once again, McLaughlin found, as had Murphy in his 

earlier study, that the oversight agencies of Title I, the 

USOE and the several state education agencies (SEA) were 

quite ineffective in monitoring and enforcing program 

regulations. congressional pressures contributed to the 

erosion of what little federal power there was. But the 
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decisive factor was the attitude of professional staff 

members, who simply did not envision their role as one of 

enforcement. The result was very little effective 

authority at the federal level. 

To summarize McLaughlin's study of Title I 

implementation, each of the four factors assumed to 

encourage compliance with policy directives was found to 

be quite inade~uate for the task. There was, as it turned 

out, very little reason for local school districts to 

comply with Title I requirements. Confusion over goals, 

intentional or otherwise, created many compliance 

headaches for administrative agencies which lacked both 

the bargaining strength and the professional will to 

enforce the regulations of Title I law. Local districts, 

through the intervention of their congressional 

representatives, frequently and rather easily sidestepped 

federal interests in favor of their own local interests. 

As for incentives to comply with federal rules, the only 

real one was money. There was no real incentive to do a 

good job with the money, however, since there was no 

penalty for doing a poor one. 

In view of these considerations, it is almost 

inconsequential that educators also lacked the requisite 

knowledge of how to help the poor overcome their 
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educational problems, both in terms of the proper 

treatments to apply and in terms of the construction and 

implementation of programs. Under such circumstances, it 

is easy to see how Title I, plagued with compliance and 

implementation problems, became labeled a failure as an 

instrument of national policy. 

Compliance in Implementation: Perspectives 

While knowledge of the factors which serve to 

promote compliance is necessary, it may be insufficient by 

itself. Hargrove (1975) suggests that social science 

research drawn from four areas of inquiry will assist in 

further understanding both the concept of compliance and 

the process of policy implementation. His four areas of 

inquiry are: (1) political/legal implementation, (2) 

organizational functioning, (3) the performance of 

professionals, and (4) the relationships between citizens 

and government. There is obviously some overlap between 

these categories but the important point is that the 

perspective toward compliance and implementation is 

different in each area. 

The focus of this review will be upon the 

compliance perspectives within each of these areas and 

upon how that perspective might influence the 

implementation process. 
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Political/Legal Perspective 

The political/legal field enjoys considerable 

esteem and respect in American society. Children are 

socialized from birth to respect and defer to authority. 

consequently, most of us grow up believing it to be right 

·and proper to obey the law and as adults continue to 

maintain this attitude. Thus, partly through prior 

conditioning, partly through education, lawmakers, judges, 

and others in positions of authority in the 

political/legal system come to view compliance as the 

predominant mode of implementation of laws, policies, and 

judicial decisions. As a result, compliance and 

implementation become most intimately bound, most nearly 

equivalent in the political/legal sphere. So close is this 

relationship and so great the expectations for compliance, 

that, until the very recent past, lawmakers gave little or 

no thought to the problems of implementation. 

The implicit theory of compliance which emerges in 

the political/legal sphere is relatively straightforward. 

Laws, policies, regulations, and judicial decisions are to 

be obeyed. If not, a sanction is applied. Compliance, and 

thus implementation, is expected as a logical consequence 

of policy enactment. Failure to comply would appear to 

derive from a deficiency of some sort or just from 
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perversity. The appropriateness of this theory, especially 

as applied to social service delivery institutions, is 

debatable (Anderson, 1979; McLaughlin, 1976). 

The theory assumes that the individual or the 

institution which must comply with the policy has (a) the 

capacity to comply, and (b) the willingness to comply. It 

also appears to assume, despite the close association of 

compliance with implementation, that, as Berman (1982) 

states: ftcompliance is a discrete, definable act bounded 

in time and substance ft (p. 56). These assumptions, 

especially when applied to institutions such as school 

districts, may be erroneous. 

School districts vary enormously in both their 

capacity and their willingness for compliance. 

Institutional factors such as the competence of school 

leadership, the number and quality of teachers and other 

school personnel, the amount and the kinds of available 

resources, and the difficulty of the problems facing the 

district differ widely from district to district. All of 

these factors have tremondous influence upon a district's 

capacity for compliance (Berman, 1982). 

Both the capacity and the willingness of a school 

district to comply with laws and policies can be affected 
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by the content of the laws and policies. As Berman (1982) 

observes: 

. • • local institutions often cannot comply 
because some laws unintentionally imply a 
process of change that amounts to a basic 
institutional reform of a type local systems may 
not be capable of achieving l • • local 
institutions instead resist or comply 
symbolically ••• (P. 54). 

Furthermore, if the changes required by these directives 

are controversial, a school district's compliance is 

affected by a political process of its own. Competition 

between local actors and interest groups influences or 

even makes decisions about compliance, regardless of 

school leaders' personal beliefs about the correctness of 

the directives. 

A final complication derives from the assumption 

that compliance is a simple, discrete act. For some laws 

and regulations this may be so. Paying a fine, observing a 

speed limit, or filing a form of some sort may result in 

compliance with these directives. In social service 

delivery organizations, such as school districts, formal 

compliance requirements may be satisfied with the filing 

of a plan or program. However, this one act of compliance 

may be a mere first step in a rather lengthy process, the 

end result of which may bear little resemblance to the 

initial plan or program (Berman, 1982). 
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Thus, the simple theory of compliance seems 

somewhat inadequate to explain compliance or noncompliance 

issues for organizations such as school districts. The 

assumptions upon which the theory rests appear to be 

frequently erroneous when applied to complex institutions 

like school districts. What appears to be lacking in this 

theory is the concept of values and the effect of values 

upon compliance. 

stover and Brown (1975) espouse a utility theory 

of compliance. Like the simple theory of compliance, this 

theory rests in part upon the assumption of physical 

capacity to comply with a directive. It differs from the 

simple theory in the assumption that people and 

institutions place values upon the behavior prescribed or 

proscribed by laws, regulations, and policies. As stover 

and Brown (1975) express the proposition: 

• • • the greater the expected positive value to 
individuals of behavior proscribed by law, the 
less the likelihood of compliance (or similarly, 
the greater the expected positive. value of 
behavior prescribed by law, the greater the 
likelihood of compliance) (p. 365). 

The theory also suggests that value is placed both upon 

engaging in the behavior as an end in itself as well as 

upon the consequences of such behavior. 

Utility theory stresses the relationship of values 

and perceived legitimacy of the law to compliance. It 
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suggests that people tend to obey laws which they perceive 

as legitimate. People also value obeying the directives 

of persons or institutions whose authority they view as 

legitimate. 

stover and Brown (1975) are quick to point out, 

however, that utility theory does not suggest that people 

are always rational in the sense of being willing or able 

to calculate their actions so as to achieve maximum 

gratification. Subconscious motives are often as important 

as rational ones. Finally, utility theory does not imply 

that a person's values are constant over time but may 

change as the individual and the situation changes. 

The enrichment provided by the addition of values 

to compliance theories may yield greater understanding of 

the variation in compliance with the law. Compliance, 

especialy for complex organizations, cannot be easily 

explained by a simple theory of compliance. Even the 

addition of values to compliance theory, while of great 

practical importance to understanding problems of 

compliance, does not go far enough. Greater understanding 

of the functioning of organizations and the perspectives 

they bring to bear on compliance is required. 
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organizational Perspectives 

As mentioned earlier, policymakers often expect 

compliance, and its close counterpart, implementation, to 

occur more or less automatically, as a matter of course. 

Implementation researchers have learned otherwise. As 

Berman (1978) notes: 

The article of faith that unites implementation 
analysts is a belief that the carrying out of a 
policy, the installation of a technology, the 
realization of a plan, or the enforcement of a 
law is neither automatic nor assured. On the 
contrary . • • the outcomes of social policies 
and innovative plans generally have been 
unpredictable and unfortunate, at least in the 
eyes of their designers (P. 160). 

Compliance by institutions is not as easy as 

policymakers sometimes perceive it to be. Within the 

organizational setting there are numerous individual 

actors, competing needs and interests, keen competition 

for finite resources, and varying weaknesses and 

competencies. All of these elements have an influence upon 

the institution's ultimate compliance with the law and 

upon the manner in which organizations in general view the 

concept of legal compliance. 

There are some essential differences between the 

political/legal field and the organizational perspective 

and in the way both view compliance. In the 
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political/legal field the framing of policy is the most 

important consideration in defining policy. 

Compliance/implementation follows as a matter of course. 

In the organizational field the quality of policy 

execution is as important as the quality of policy 

conception. Compliance and implementation are not as 

intimately linked in this field as in the political/legal 

field. Implementation is a process leading to compliance 

in the organizational field. still, the implementation 

process occupies a very central role in this field. The 

process of implementation transforms policy from a legal 

abstraction into an institutional entity. The 

organizational setting provides policy with a programmatic 

identity. T6ereforei knowledge of the functioning of 

organizations is vital in defining what policy is and why 

it is or is not implemented. 

organizations are essential links in the chain of 

activity which transforms social policy into functional 

programs for important public problems. It is the 

organization which delivers the services authorized by the 

policy directives to service recipients. The capacity of 

organizations to provide these services is a pivotal issue 

in understanding organizational views toward policy 

compliance. 
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The capacity of an organization to provide 

services is important because 1) it helps to determine the 

quality of services provided by the organization, 2) it 

provides evidence as to the quality of the program 

implemented by the organization, and 3) it helps to 

determine, in part at least, the degree of organizational 

compliance with the directive policy. Since organizaitons 

vary widely in the capacity to provide services due to 

resource, personnel, and competence differentials, they 

also vary widely in their ability to comply with policy 

directives, regardless of their willingness to do so. 

po1icymakers are generally aware of organizational 

capacity differences. Policies are written loosely enough 

to allow for some variation in programs and local 

discretion when policies are implemented by orgnaizations, 

as noted by Leithwood and Montgomery (1980': 

Innovations vary substantially in the degree of 
specification provided by the policy maker, 
developer, or initiator ••• policy statementns 
devoid of significant practical specification 
demand extensive inference and further 
specification as part of the implementation and 
evaluation process. In these circumstances it 
seems likely that policy makers have no choice 
but to accept a range of practices as legitimate 
manifestations of their policy. They may indeed 
have little idea of what their policy will look 
like in practice until confronted with some 
actual examples (p. 202). 
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Compliance for organizations becomes a narrow range of 

alternative possibilities rather than a single, 

unalterable act. 

It is important to indicate at this point a 

significant difference in outlook between policy makers 

and leaders of organizations. Policy makers tend to focus 

upon the framing of policy, then upon securing compliance 

with policy directives. The leaders or organizations 

generally take a more service-oriented attitide, focusing 

more upon the provision of services to clients than upon 

compliance with overriding mandates. That is, 

organizations quickly develop a priority of needs, tasks, 

and issues based upon the characteristics of .the 

particular organization. Clune and Lindquist (1981) remark 

upon this procedure: 

Regulation of organizations almost always 
qualifies as difficu1t--to-do law. Organizations 
have deeply ingrained priorities. These may 
compete with legal directives, and organizations 
are skillful at maintaining existing priorities 
in the face of external pressure. (p.1091-92) 

Priorization is another aspect of the organizational 

perspective's view of compliance. In the organizational 

field compliance loses some of the urgency it seems to 

possess in the political/legal perspective, at least when 

it means compliance with externally created and enforced 

policies. 
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nithin organizations there are two sides to the 

compliance coin. There remains an ongoing concern with 

securing compliance with both external and internal 

policies from subordinates within the organization. It is 

important to understand the views toward' compliance of 

this group of professional individuals to further our 

knowledge of the complexities of compliance. 

Professional perspective 

Professionals perform special functions within 

organizations. They are the technicians of the 

implementation process. They are the individuals who deal 

directly with the recipients of the services required by 

the policy being implemented. As such, the professionals' 

values, attitudes, and performance bear directly upon the 

success or failure of policies and programs. Rein and 

Rabinovitz (1978) note that: 

Even when all the conditions demanded by the 
legal imperative have beenn satisfied, the law 
still will be put into effect only if it does 
not violate the civil servants' sense of what is 
reasonable or just (p.3Il). 

The organization's ability to comply with external 

directives thus frequently hinges upon the performance of 

its professionals. 

The individuals who compose the various groups of 

professionals within organizations are brought up from 
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childhood with much the same early education and 

conditioning toward authority and compliance as are policy 

makers and organizational leaders. Professionals generally 

have the same basic beliefs about the moral propriety of 

obedience of laws, regulations, and policies. 

Professionals, both within and without formal 

organizations, also experience a later period of education 

and training in which they are impressed with the norms 

and values of their chosen profession. Their earlier 

values, beliefs, and priorities undergo expansion, 

alteration, and refinement. Professionals who enter 

organizations bring these attitudes and value orientations 

with them, as observed by Simon (1967): 

The professional and the specialist come into 
modern organization because the organization's 
ability to provide the services demanded of it 
depend on their technical knowledge and skills. 
But the professional and specialist bring to the 
organization not only these skills, but values 
as well-values that are acquired during 
professional training and enforced by the desire 
for professional approval and esteem (p.96). 

The strength of these professional values is 

reinforced by the opportunity to work with other 

professionals from the same field within an organization. 

The shared values become shared behaviors and soon are 

established professional norms and standards which 

influence both the professionals and the overall operation 
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and definition of the organization. Professionals within 

organizations thus influence, and are influenced by, the 

organizations within which they work. 

The possession of a strong set of values and 

ethics and specialized technical skills permits a certain 

amount of autonomy for professionals in their work. Over 

time, this professional discretion itself becomes a 

treasured norm of the profession, and is recognized and 

honored by other professions as well. The privileged 

lawyer-client relationship, the confidential 

doctor-patient or the priest-confessor relationships, and 

academic freedom for teachers are but a few of these 

discretionary norms. This independence to control their 

work provides professionals with both identity and 

considerable power within the organizations for which they 

work. 

Both the technical skills and the discretion of 

professionals become important aspects of the 

implementation process, as Berman and McLaughlin (1976) 

observe about schools: 

••• local school districts are so structured 
that, in order to implement significant 
innovations, there must be a process of mutual 
adaptation. The initial design of an innovative 
project must be adapted to the particular 
organizational setting of the school, classroom, 
or other institutional hosts, and at the same 
time, the organization and its members must 
adapt to the demands of the project (p.349). 
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The skills and discretion required to adapt proJects 

hopefully lie within the domain'of expertise of the 

professionals involved. The willingness and the ability of 

the organization and its members to adapt to the project 

are indicators of their desire to comply with the policy 

behind the project. Thus, if mutual adaptation occurs this 

is an indication that the organization and its members 

wish to comply with both the letter and the spirit of the 

law. 

This observation fits with other findings by 

Berman and McLaughlin (1976). They discovered two other 

kinds of interactions between the project and the 

organizational setting which they called cooptation and 

nonimplementation. Cooptation was defined as adaptation of 

the project to the organizational setting but no adapt ion 

by the participants within the organization to the 

project. Nonimplementation involved no adaptation of 

either the project or the organizational participants. In 

compliance terms, cooptation could be defined as complying 

with the letter but not the spirit of the law. 

Nonimplementation would seem to signify noncompliance. 

Thus, the quality of the implementation process used by 

organizations can serve to indicate the general tendencies 



toward compliance with policy, and the quality of 

implementation is tied to the technical skills and 

discretion of professional participants in these 

organizations. 
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There is a negative side to professional 

discretion which even a firm set of professional values 

does not seem able to offset. Lipsky (1976) studied groups 

of professionals which he labeled "street-level 

bureaucrats" (p.197). He defined these individuals as 1) 

having considerable discretion in their work, and 2) 

dealing directly with service recipients in the 

performance of their jobs. 

Lipsky found that these professionals had to 

perform under heavy levels of stress. These individuals 

tended to develop mechanisms to cope with and simplify 

their tasks. The result was that the services they 

delivered tended to be biased, stereotypical, and 

discriminatory. Compliance for this group becomes pro 

forma at best. organizational work stresses, the burnout 

syndrome, can apparently become so intense as to distort 

both performance and value systems for this group of 

professionals. 

Professional values and discretion would appear to 

playa vital role for both organizations and 
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professionals. Both implementation and compliance are 

influenced by these attributes. The influence of values on 

compliance was earlier noted by stover and Brown's utility 

theory. But values cannot always sustain quality 

professional performance, as Lipsky discovered. The effect 

of sustained and stressful contact with service recipients 

on the performance of professionals, implementation, and 

compliance form the final area of examination in this 

review. 

Citizen perspective 

The first three perspectives outlined here were 

those of the producers of services and their influence 

upon one another. Most implementation and other types of 

research to date has focused upon one or more of these 

areas. The citizen perspective, often ignored by research, 

is that of the consumer of the services provided by 

government actions. 

American consumers today are vigorous, vigilant, 

and vociferous. Long accustomed to the traditions of 

American democracy, especially the rights of freedom of 

speech and assembly, citizens/consumers take an active 

role in expressing their wants, needs, opinions, and even 

their eva1utions of the performance of the producers of 

services. They are not content to let policy makers, 



organizations, or professional individuals mold their 

lives for them, as James (1982) observes: 

•.• it is true today, and will continue to be true 
in the future, that individual and family choice 
are not enough. It is equally (if not more) 
crucial to be able to influence the laws, 
policies, and financial provisions that determine 
what choices there will be. All 
citizens ••• necessarily look to public authority 
when trying to improve their lives and those of 
their children. While people may 'vote with their 
feet' when choosing a school, they also vote 
outright, not to mention lobbying, protesting, and 
sometimes actively resisting in order to shape the 
arena in which choices are distributed. They not 
only make choices in the education marketplace; 
they also put pressure on government to improve 
the institutional structures in which their 
choices occur (p.606). 

Citizens today are thus hardly disposed toward 
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passive compliance or uncontested policy formation 

regardless of prior education and conditioning toward 

authority and obedience to laws and reguiations. They feel 

they are within their rights when they voice their 

opinions. They also feel they are exercising their rights 

when they feel their opinions go unheard and they attempt 

to withdraw themselves from the support of services, 

organizations, and individuals. 

Consumerism can have both negative and positive 

effects on the compliance efforts of both organizations 

and professionals. Citizen participation in organizations 

can provide support for policies and programs and promote 



changes to improve the organization. Effective and 

meaningful communication between professionals and 

citizens can encourage mutual trust and respect. 
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On the negative side, citizen involvement based on 

distrust and dissatisfaction can lead to delays, increased 

costs for services, and bureaucratic rigidity. For 

professionals, as mentioned earlier, it can lead to stress 

and the deterioration of the services they provide. 

Consumerism based on frustration and suspicion can thus 

result in further impairment of the services it sought to 

improve. Citizen participation must therefore be exercised 

responsibly by consumers and treated responsibly by those 

in authority to secure the maximum benefits from the 

activity. 

The implications of the citizen perspective of 

compliance are that, even though citizens obey most laws, 

they will likely seek to influence those laws and policies 

that impact most heavily on their perceived needs and 

desires. Their activities, in turn, are felt by 

organizations and professionals as they attempt to cope 

with and meet the demands of the clients they serve, while 

at the same time trying to comply with policy directives. 

The impact of citizen participation does not always have a 



positive effect on organizational and professional 

compliance efforts. 
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Compliance, then, is not a simple task or a simple 

concept. It is a complex mixture of capacity, willingness, 

values, and pressures. It is variously seen by different 

groups as a discrete act, a range of alternative 

activities, or something to be resisted or influenced. 

Difficulties of mutually recognized definitions and mutual 

comprehension by all relevant segments of society make 

compliance an enduring issue for policy makers, program 

implementors, and consumers alike. 



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

This study was a form of historical and 

descriptive research. It attempted to evaluate the set of 

state statutes regulating the availability of bilingual 

instruction methodology in Arizona's public schools from 

1981 through the spring of 1984. It also sought to 

determine the reasons behind non-compliance with the 

statutes where such was found to occur. 

Identification of Sample Districts 

The study was conducted in all public school 

districts within a tri-county area of southeastern 

Arizona. The school districts within the chosen region 

represented both rural and urban sites. The counties of 

Cochise, Pima, and santa Cruz were chosen as the sample 

area by using information from a 1982 report from the 

Arizona state University's Center for Bilingual Education 

entitled: state of Arizona Policy Analysis: The 

Non-English Speaking Child. 
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This report states that: 

From The state Department of Education's Home 
Language Survey we are better able to determine, 
by county, specific OLP/LEP student population 
information. • • • In comparing the public 
school population to the Home Language Survey 
population for each county, we find high Spanish 
language needs in Cochise, Santa Cruz, and Yuma 
counties •••• Other key counties are Maricopa, 
Pima, and Pinal ••• (P. 37, 42). 
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Therefore, school districts located in the chosen 

counties were expected to contain large concentrations of 

spanish-speaking children. Additional data from the 

Arizona Department of Education's 1981 ESEA Title VII 

Bilingual primary Language census report gave figures for 

the percentage of Hispanic/Spanish students enrolled in 

the schools by county. The report then broke down the 

figures showing the percentages of the total school 

population reporting spanish to be their primary or home 

language. 

In Cochise County 31.1% of the total school 

population of 14,111 was Hispanic/Spanish. 25.6% (12,779) 

of the total enrollment reported Spanish as their primary 

or home language. 82.1% of the Santa Cruz County school 

population of 4,044 was Hispanic/Spanish: 80.3% (3,888) of 

the total population indicated that Spanish was their 

primary or home language. No total enrollment numbers were 

given for Pima County, but the percentage of students 
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reporting to be Hispanic/Spanish was 28.6% while 17.6% of 

the total population listed Spanish as their primary or 

home language (p. 40, State of Arizona Policy Analysis: 

The Non-English Speaking Child). Given the lack of 

prescription in Arizona's statutory provisions for 

education OLP/LEP students, it was also expected that 

these schools would reveal varied instructional programs 

designed to deal with the particular educational needs of 

these children. 

Preparation of Questionnaires 

The investigation of the school districts took 

place in two stages. The first stage employed a pair of 

questionnaires to gather information from every district 

in the sample, while the second stage relied upon the use 

of structured interviews in selected districts. 

The questionnaires requested limited demographic 

information describing the characteristics of the school 

districts and the OLP/LEP population (e.g., 

characterization of district as urban or rural, 

participant's relationship to the school district, numbers 

and language group of OLP/LEP students). The 

questionnaires asked for information regarding the 

services provided for OLP/LEP students both before and 

after 1981 to ascertain the impact on programming offered 
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by school districts of the passage of the Arizona 

bilingual education statutes. The questionnaires also 

requested an evaluation of the services provided by local 

districts in terms of funding, staff, instructional 

.materials,and community support. 

Two separate, but somewhat overlapping 

questionnaires were prepared for use in stage One. These 

questionnaires were intended to solicit similar 

information from different sources within each district. 

The hypothesis behind the creation of two questionnaires 

was that district officials might be inclined to conceal 

evidence of possible non-compliance with state laws, while 

teachers might be more open about their daily practices. A 

comparison of the content of the separate questionnaires 

would provide a check upon the veracity of informants and 

provide a stimulus for more in-depth investigation in 

stage Two. 

The questionnaire labeled Bilingual study 

Questionnaire was sent to a selected, top-level 

administrative official in each district. Only one of 

these questionnaires was sent to each district. Where 

possible, this questionnaire was sent to the specific 

official who was responsible at the administrative level 

for OLP/LEP programs. In those instances when such an 

official was not identifiable, the questionnaire was sent 



to the district at large with the expectation that it 

would be routed to the proper official by the district. 

This questionnaire was taken to represent official 

district policy regarding OLP/LEP programming in the 

district. 
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The questionnaire labeled Bilingual Education 

study Questionnaire was sent to teachers in the OLP/LEP 

programs at the building level, and, in some instances, to 

building principals. It was intended to solicit the 

perceptions and observations of building level personnel 

regarding the programs and practices in their districts 

for OLP/LEP teachers or administrators in every school in 

which an OLP/LEP program was reported to exist. The result 

was that in large districts in which programs existed in 
I 

several schools, an equivalent number of Bilingual 

Education study Questionnaires were mailed out. Small, 

rural districts with only one program in a single school 

taught by a single teacher responsible for all OLP/LEP 

programming for the district received only one 

questionnaire. 

Field Testing of Questionnaires 

Both questionnaires were field tested prior to 

mailing. Utilizing personnel from the University of 

Arizona, and local school teachers and administrators in 

the Tucson area, the questionnaires were analyzed to see 
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if they elicited the desired information. After a review 

of all comments and criticisms of the field testers, 

revisions were made in both questionnaires before they 

were sent to the school districts. 

Personnel Identification Survey 

It was essential to the study that recipients of 

the questionnaires were in fact people in each district 

who had knowledge of the program being examined. It was 

necessary, therefore, to attempt to identify the 

administrators and teachers directly involved the OLP/LEP 

student programs. To achieve this goal, a telephone survey 

was conducted of school districts to identify teachers and 

administrators responsible for OLP/LEP programs. In those 

cases where programs existed in several schools within the 

district, at least one person was identified in each 

school. 

Mailing of Stage One Questionnaires 

Mailing of the questionnaires began in mid-May of 

1984. The first mailing consisted of forty questionnaires 

directed to administrators at the district office level of 

each school district in the tri-county area of the study. 

This mailing consisted of a letter to each district 

soliciting their participation in the study, a copy of the 

Bilingual Study Questionnaire, and a list of documents 
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desired for review. The documents were expected to provide 

additional data on the district's OLP/LEP policies, 

program history and philosophy, and anticipated directions 

for the program. The documents requested included: 

I. statements of district policy regarding OLP /LEP 

program offerings 

2. written OLP/LEP program descriptions published by 

the district 

3. the annual state report detailing the current 

1983-84 OLP/LEP program 

4. projections for the forthcoming year 

5. evaluations of last year's program 

6. information on parent support groups for bilingual 

programs within the community 

Shortly after the initial mailing to school 

district officials, a second mailing was directed to 

building level personnel in each district. This mailing 

consisted of a letter asking for the recipient's 

participation in the study and a copy of the Bilingual 

Education Study Questionnaire. In cases of multiple school 

OLP/LEP programs, one questionnaire was sent to the person 

in charge of this program at each school which contained 

an OLP/LEP program. 

Since it was late in the school year and there was 

some uncertainty about how much longer schools would be in 
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session, these questionnaires were directed to the 

participant's home when possible. In those instances when 

a home address was unobtainable, the questionnaire was 

sent to the school where the participant worked. It was 

believed that mailing the questionnaire to the 

participant's home address might also ensure greater 

confidentiality for these individuals. 

stage One Data Assessment 

Once all survey data was obtained from responding 

districts and individuals, these materials were reviewed 

to ascertain each school district's compliance with the 

Arizona bilingual education statutes. On the basis of the 

data gathered, the districts were separated into two 

groups: Those whose OLP/LEP programs were in obvious 

compliance with Arizona's statutes, and those whose 

programs appeared to be out of compliance with the state 

statutes. The districts whose programs seemed not to 

comply with the statutes were the ones selected for stage 

Two interviews. No further study was conducted of 

districts whose programs complied with state law. A 

follow-up phone call was made to all districts claiming to 

have no OLP/LEP programs at all to ascertain their reasons 

for providing no such instructional assistance, even 

though this was not a violation of state law. This call 
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was used to determine whether the district was, however, 

potentially in violation of federal law. 

stage Two Interviews 

On-site interviews were conducted where possible 

with the top administrative official responsible for 

OLP/LEP programming in each district selected for 

inclusion in stage TWo of the study. Telephone interviews 

were conducted when on-site interviews were not possible. 

During stage Two an interview was also conducted with a 

top official in the Arizona state Department of Education 

to investigate the state's role in monitoring and 

enforcing the Arizona bilingual education statutes in each 

school district. 

Analysis of the Data 

There was on-going analysis of the data throughout 

the conduct of the study. The outcome of each analysis 

served as a guide for further analysis or for research 

design modifications. Early analysis of the dual 

questionnaires obtained revealed that one of the 

questionnaires was sufficient to gather the required data. 

The companion questionnaire was excessive. The hypothesis 

that district officials would be more reluctant to 

disclose information than teachers proved erroneous. Also, 

the portion of the questionnaire which requested an 
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evaluation of the services provided by the district 

developed no usable data. Very few participants had 

completed this part of the questionnaire. It was not 

possible to develop a composite description by county 

regarding this information, and the small amount which had 

been generated was deleted from further consideration. 

Similar analysis of survey data obtained prompted 

follow-up telephone calls to districts claiming to provide 

no specialized programs for OLP/LEP students. Lastly, the 

information gathered from school districts suggested the 

value of expanding the original research design to include 

an in-depth interview with an Arizona Department of 

Education official. 

As this study utilized a descriptive research 

format and methods of data gathering, no statistical 

procedures were employed in assessing the data. 



CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

Introduction 

Analysis of the data proceeded from the research 

questions listed in Chapter 1. The specific research 

questions were: 

1. What programs were implemented by local school 

districts under ARS 15-705-707 (1981) to meet the 

educational needs of OLP/LEP students in their 

districts? 

2. Were the programs implemented by local school 

districts for OLP/LEP students in compliance with 

the statutory requirements of ARS 15-705-707? 

3. If a school district's program for OLP/LEP 

students was found not to comply with the 

requirements of ARS 15-705-707, what explanation 

did the district offer for its choice of program 

offering? 

4. What monitoring or enforcement efforts were made 

by the Arizona state Department of Education to 

secure compliance by local school districts with 

ARS l5-705-707? 
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Questionnaires sent to 40 school districts in the sample 

area provided the information on the programs implemented 

under the 1981 statute. Interviews with local district and 

state Department of Education officials provided the data 

on noncompliance and enforcement efforts. 

It should be mentioned here that some substantial 

difficulties were encountered while carrying out the 

study. First, considerable resistance was met in several 

districts both at the onset and during the course of the 

study. Cooperation and participation in the study were 

initially denied in some of the larger districts, even 

though complete confidentiality had been promised to all 

districts and individuals involved in the study. Great 

effort was required to finally persuade some of the 

participants to offer even reluctant cooperation, although 

a few districts and individuals were quite willing to 

contribute their perceptions and knowledge of programs. 

Second, and somewhat related to the first 

difficulty, was an inability to secure the documents which 

had been requested from districts for review. Some 

districts, notably those reporting no programs for OLP/LEP 

children, also reported having no documents related to 

OLP/LEP programming. Other districts were either unwilling 

to talk about what documents they had or simply ignored 

the request for documents. Only two districts were willing 
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to share any documents, and, as it turned out, the 

documents they provided were not district documents at 

all, but documents which were readily available for review 

from the Arizona state Department of Education. 

Programs Implemented 
Under the 1981 State Statutes 

Survey data was obtained from 30 (75%) of the 40 

districts included in the sample. Of the responding 

districts, 7 (23%) of the districts described themselves 

as urban, while 23 (77%) called themselves rural. 

The data revealed five different options in the 

districts' approach to OLP/LEP programming both before and 

after the passage of the 1981 state bilingual statutes. 

The options were 1) to provide no special program at all, 

2) to provide ESL through a regular classroom teacher (ESL 

only), 3) to provide ESL through a regular classroom 

teacher assisted by a bilingual teacher aide, 4) to 

provide bilingual instruction through a monolingual 

English-speaking classroom teacher assisted by a bilingual 

teacher aide, and 5) to provide bilingual instruction 

through a bilingual classroom teacher. Table 1 shows the 

five options and the number of districts utilizing each 

approach before and after 1981. 
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Table 1. District OLP/LEP Program Options. 

program Option Before After 
1981 1981 

1. No program 12 (40) 10 (33%) 

2. ESL Only 5 (17%) 11 (37%) 

3. ESL and Aides 4 (13%) 1 ( 3%) 

4. Bilingual Instruction 
Aides 3 (10%) 3 (10%) 

5. Bilingual Instruction 
Teacher 6 (20%) 5 (17%) 

Table 1 demonstrates that the major effect of the 

1981 state bilingual statutes was the increase in ESL Only 

programming for OLP/LEP students. Close inspection of the 

data revealed that the losses in each of the categories of 

the table after 1981 contributed to the increase in the 

ESL Only category. Two districts which formerly had no 

programs began ESL Only programs, three districts which 

had ESL & Aides before 1981 lost their aides and kept just 

the ESL portion of the program, and one district which had 

previously provided a bilingual instruction program 

replaced it with an ESL Only program after 1981. 

Table 1 also shows that, despite the large 

increase in the use of ESL Only programs after 1981, 

approximately one-third of the reporting districts of the 
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sample reported that they continued to provide no special 

assistance programs to OLP/LEP students. Even though 

providing no program was permissible under the 1981 

statutes, the relatively large number of districts in the 

sample exercising this option warranted further 

investigation. 

In February, 1985, telephone interviews were 

conducted with district officials in each of the districts 

reporting no programs after 1981 for OLP/LEP students. The 

purpose of these interviews was to assure that accurate 

data had been obtained through the questionnaire and to 

inquire into the reasons behind the districts' lack of 

programming. Information obtained through these interviews 

revealed that the questionnaire data indicating that the 

districts provided no programs for OLP/LEP students was in 

fact accurate. District officials in all ten districts 

verified that, at the time they completed the survey 

instrument, they had no students enrolled in their 

districts who fell into the OLP/LEP category. All said 

that the Mexican-American students in their schools were 

were English-speaking. In two of the ten districts one 

OLP/LEP student had enrolled in each district during the 

ten month interval between the completion of the 

questionnaire and the telephone survey. 
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District officials further indicated that in those 
I 

instances when an OLP/LEP student did enter the district, 

they used an ESL approach on an as-needed basis (assigning 

the student to a currently employed classroom teacher at 

whatever grade level the student entered). They believed 

that this approach was best for them since oriental 

students speaking different languages (Thai, Vietnamese, 

Korean, etc.) were sometimes enrolled, the linguistic 

resources of the community were very limited, and few 

students at and one time had ever needed such special 

instruction. 

All officials questioned said they felt no need to 

construct an OLP/LEP program just to have one on paper, 

p~e£erring to tailor any services to the needs of the 

students when and if they entered the district. Asked if 

they had ever been questioned by the Arizona state 

Department of Education about their lack of OLP/LEP 

programming, all district officials indicated that the 

district had not been questioned by either state or 

federal authorities on this matter. 

Of the five program options described in Table 1, 

the bilingual instruction programs were most central to 

the study. Part of the purpose of the study was to 

investigate the pattern of compliance of local districts 
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with the 1981 state bilingual statutes. Under these 

statutes school districts could legally provide no 

specialized instruction programs for OLP/LEP students. 

Therefore, the 10 school districts which provided no 

special programs after 1981 were in compliance with the 

state statutes. Similarly, ESL instruction was permitted 

K-12 under the 1981 statutes with no limit on years of 

service to students. All 12 districts providing ESL to 

OLP/LEP students after 1981 were also obeying the 1981 

statutes. 

Only districts which chose to provide bilingual 

instruction for OLP/LEP students could conceivably violate 

the 1981 statutes. By offering bilingual instruction to 

OLP/LEP students in grades 9-12, school districts would 

have been out of compliance with statutory requirements 

(even though administrative regulations for the statute 

were apparently contradictory). In addition, districts 

which permitted K-8 students to remain more than four 

years in a bilingual program would have violated the 1981 

statutes. Thus, there were two ways for districts to be 

out of compliance with the state statutes: 1) by providing 

any bilingual instruction beyond grade 8, and 2) by 

allowing students to receive services in excess of four 

years. 
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Compliance with 
the 1981 state statutes 

Questionnaires from ~chool districts reporting 

bilingual instruction programs for OLP/LEP students were 

carefully reviewed to determine the nature of each 

program. Table 1 shows 8 districts from the sample area 

providing bilingual instruction: 3 utilizing bilingual 

aides to reinforce the instruction of monolingual 

English-speaking teachers, and 5 utilizing bilingual 

classroom teachers to provide instruction. Table 2 shows 

the characteristics of the bilingual programs. 

Table 2. Characteristics of Bilingual Programs Found in 
School Districts in the Sample Area. 

Grade Span 

1. 

2. 

3. 

K-6 

K-8 

K-l2 

Number 

1 

4 

3 

Means of 
Instruction 

Aides 

2 Aides, 
2 Teachers 

Teachers 

It should be observed that all 8 districts' 

programs potentially violated the 1981 statutes by 

allowing the possibility of services to students beyond 

the four-year limit. The 3 districts which provided 
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services beyond grade 8 were in direct violation of the 

statute's ban on services beyond grade 8. 

In order to probe more deeply into possible 

violations of the 1981 statutes and to find out what 

explanations district officials might offer for 

noncompliance, interviews were scheduled in each district 

offering bilingual programs with the specific district 

official responsible for the bilingual program. On-site 

interviews were scheduled when possible: telephone 

interviews were scheduled when on-site interviews were not 

possible. All interviews were conducted in February and 

March of 1985. 

The interviews produced some very interesting 

data. First, 6 of the 8 districts frankly admitted that 

they placed no limits at all on the number of years an 

OLP/LEP student might remain in their bilingual programs. 

They said they were aware of the express four-year limit 

in the 1981 statute but felt that local officials had the 

discretionary authority to disregard the ceiling on 

services if needed. As one district official expressed it: 

My interpretation is that this was - that the 
school board could go beyond as long as it met 
with the state requirements. They could go 
beyond and offer them as they were needed. The 
district had the option to offer services to 
students as they were needed. 

This comment is typical of the responses of the responses 

of other school officials among the six districts. They 
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believed that as long as they met the minimum of four 

years of service to OLP/LEP students, they had the 

discretion to offer additional services based on existing 

student needs. The remaining 2 districts said they 

complied with the four-year limit on services. 

Second, 4 of the 8 bilingual programs originated 

in the late 1960's or early 1970's. At least 3 of these 

districts received citations from the Office of Civil 

Rights (OCR) for failing to provide equal educational 

opportunities to all students within the districts. 

subsequently, these districts either began or expanded 

bilingual programs with federal funds and guidance. At 

least 2 of the 3 K-12 bilingual programs fall into this 

category. Therefore, these programs were already in 

operation when the 1981 codification of the state statutes 

occurred. These school districts were in an awkward 

position, as one school district official observed: 

It's hard to structure a bilingual program under 
this statute because you've got OCR looking 
down, and OCR doesn't care about grade level. 
They've got the rights of students in mind 
whether they're in first or twelfth grade. They 
wanted something done. • •• . 

I know that the (U.S.) Constitution gives the 
state, you know, kind of the power with 
education; however, when you've got the OCR 
saying we're going to pullout all federal money 
out from under you if you don't start complying 
with the needs of LEP students, that becomes a 
bear, full of politics. 
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Asked if the state had objected to the 

continuation of programs which did not conform to the 

state's 1981 statutes, local officials observed that the 

state had not objected. One district official reported 

that the school district's attorney had consulted with the 

state Attorney General's office about the situation. The 

district official observed: 

The Attorney General's office said it was okay. 
Apparently they found no conflict because, 
again, the federal regs giving the leeway. The 
Attorney General's office really didn't want to 
get into challenging federal law at that point 
because, I think, of the sensitivity of the 
language issue. 

District officials were asked about the Arizona 

state Department of Education's position regarding the 

acceptance of federal funds by state school districts for 

secondary bilingual programs which were illegal under the 

1981 state statutes. Once again, district officials noted 

that the state Department had not forbidden or discouraged 

the acceptance of such funds. One official commented: 

No, they didn't say we couldn't, and, as a . 
matter of fact, they left it open for districts 
to decide if they wanted to violate that (state 
statute) or not. I think they kind of said: 
there are your options. This is what other 
people have done. They give you all the 
information then, in essence, they leave it to 
the board (of education) to decide what they 
want to do. 

Finally, district officials were asked about the 

monitoring efforts made by state officials to assure 
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compliance by local school districts with the 1981 state 

bilingual statutes. All district officials said the only 

requirement they bad to perform for the state was to 

complete a two-page report form for the annual report 

published by the Arizona state Department of Education. No 

other monitoring of local programming was done, to the 

knowledge of district officials, although all admitted 

that the state Department always freely provided advice 

and assistance when requested. 

The Annual Report of the 
Arizona Department of Education 

Although very few documents were uncovered during 

the course of the study, both a copy of the two-page 

report form districts completed for the annual report and 

a copy of the 1982-83 Annual Report of the Arizona 

Department of Education were obtained. Each of these 

documents were reviewed to see what information they might 

provide about the degree of compliance by local school 

districts with the 1981 state statutes. 

The district report form requested information on: 

1) student identification and assessment, 2) the numbers 

of students participating in ESL and bilingual programs, 

3) the number of instructional staff, 4) the amount and 

source of funds expended for the OLP/LEP program, 5) a 

description of the proposed program for the upcoming 
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school year, and 6) the methods of reporting program goals 

and student progress to parents. However, the report form 

did not elicit data at the level of detail necessary to 

determine compliance with the statutes. Although the form 

required the number of students participating in the 

OLP/LEP program, it requested only the aggregate number 

rather than a breakdown by grade level. Secondary programs 

could remain effectively unreported in this manner. 

Furthermore, the form requested no information regarding 

how long students were remaining in the OLP/LEP program. 

Thus, the possibility of students continuing in bilingual 

programs beyond the allowable four years would be 

undetected by state officials. Therefore, the report form 

collected no usable data on the practices by local school 

districts which would constitute noncompliance with the 

1981 statutes. 

As might be expected, a review of the Department's 

cumulative annual report revealed that it was not possible 

to ascertain whether districts had K-12 or 9-12 bilingual 

programs, nor could any information be found on compliance 

with the four-year limit on services. Although filled with 

information on student assessment tests, funding sources 

and amounts, numbers of instructional personnel, and 

district program descriptions, the annual report contained 



no useful material on compliance with the 1981 state 

bilingual statutes. 

Interview with Official from the 
Arizona State Department of Education 
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At this point a decision was made to expand the 

original plan of the study. As originally conceived, the 

interviews with school district officials were thought to 

be sufficient for gathering all the information on 

compliance with the 1981 bilingual statutes required to 

conclude the study. However, the interviews with school 

district officials raised the issue of the state's role in 

monitoring and enforcing its own statute. The decision was 

made to contact the Arizona Department of Education to 

discover how these state officials interpreted their role 

in relation to the state statutes in question and why they 

had assumed the role that they had. 

An interview was arranged with the state 

Department of Education official responsible for matters 

involved in OLP/LEP programming in the state. This 

official was the most knowledgeable person regarding the 

state's activities in this area. Several important facts 

emerged from this interview. 

When asked about the monitoring and enforcement 

efforts of the agency related to the 1981 bilingual 

statutes, the state official said that no such efforts 
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took place from 1981 through the spring of 1984. The 

explanation for this inactivity was that prior to the 1981 

recodification there was categorical funding for' bilingual 

education under several state statutes. During the period 

from 1968 through 1980 the state Department of Education 

did conduct on-site monitoring of local school districts 

because the department was in charge of allocating 

categorical funds to local school districts. However, when 

the state statutes were recodified, all categorical 

funding was deleted from the statutes. Because it was no 

longer allocating funds, the agency felt that it no longer 

had the obligation to conduct on-site monitoring of school 

districts. During this period it just collected the annual 

data on the provision of services to OLP/LEP students 

described in the previous section. 

The state official provided a related explanation 

of the lack of agency enforcement activity: 

I might say that part of the demeanor of this 
agency is currently one of service as opposed to 
enforcement, sort of there being an assumption 
that districts wish to operate in good faith and 
abide by state statutes, and that the function 
of the state can be well exercised through 
assisting districts to do that. 

This Department of Education office was thus predisposed 

to assist school districts by responding to requests for 

assistance with problems and meeting obligations. The 

Department was not eager to assume a regulatory role with 
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local school districts, nor to impose sanctions for 

noncompliance. 

The clearest insight into the reason for the lack 

of a state role in enforcing the state bilingual statutes 

came in the following statement from the state official: 

I think it's important to note that the 
bilingual education office is primarily a 
federally-funded office with specific 
obligations under Title VII if the Elementary 
and Secondary Education Act and, within the last 
two years, also funded by Title IV of the Civil 
Rights Act. There is only one position in our 
office that was a state-funded position and, in 
addition to state statute, that position was 
also responsible for foreign language consultant 
services and refugee education. So when we speak 
of the role of our office, many times there's a 
perception that we are the state-funded office 
for the conduct of and oversight for state law, 
and while we do that, it is sort of officially 
secondary to our obligations to the federal 
funding sources from which we draw our salaries. 
It must be known that we are not, the office as 
a whole is not, funded for state obligations. 

With no clear mandate from the legislature to 

monitor bilingual programs, no real desire to perform an 

enforcement function, and with primary loyalty to the 

federal offices which supported its existence, it is easy 

to understand why this portion of the agency could allow 

federal priorities to provide services to students 

overcome implicit obligations to enforce state statutes. 

When asked if there was any other state office in charge 

of the enforcement of the 1981 bilingual statutes, the 

state official's answer was negative. Therefore, no state 
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enforcement agency existed to enforce the 1981 statutes, 

only a federally-funded office, inclined to protect 

federal over state interests, if compelled to choose. 

When asked about the agency's awareness of 

districts which permitted students to participate in 

OLP/LEP programs for more than the four-year ceiling 

stipulated by the 1981 statute, the official's response 

was: 

Well, let me say that there was widespread 
disregard, shall I say, for that requirement, 
especially in those districts that were under 
comprehensive educational plans by the Office of 
Civil Rights, in which the districts had given 
an assurance to OCR through those students as 
long as those needs were still present. so, some 
districts were providing services for more than 
four years. 

The official also acknowledged an awareness of some 9-12 

bilingual programs which were created under similar 

circumstances. Even though the office was not officially 

monitoring bilingual programs under the 1981 statutes, it 

was aware of districts which were in violation of the 

statutes' requirements. 

The information offered by the state official 

provided a clearer perspective on the dilemma for both 

school districts and state officials imposed by the 1981 

bilingual statutes. These statutes had existed with their 

restrictions on services and with only minor alterations 

since 1969. Compliance with the requirements of the 
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federal OCR meant that some programs, notably programs of 

bilingual instruction, were implemented by school 

districts in spite of state restrictions. Moreover, as 

Levin (1983) points out, the OCR's position towards 

districts found out of compliance during this period was 

to require the Lau Guidelines, a comprehensive approach to 

"bilingual education. The problem for both school districts 

and state officials was how to reconcile the conflict of 

state restrictions and the demands of the federal 

government. 

Finally, the state official was asked to discuss 

the administrative regulations which were prepared for the 

1981 bilingual statutes. These regulations did not predate 

the establishment of OCR-mandated bilingual programs, as 

had the statutes, but were revised in 1980 at the 

initiative of the state Department of Education. As 

mentioned in Chapter 1, these regulations appear to 

contradict the statutory ceiling on services contained in 

the statutes. The state official agreed: 

There was no authorization under statute for the 
provision of services to students at the high 
school level. The state Board of Education, in 
its introductory language to the Board rule, 
attempted to bridge this gap between federal 
requirement and state restriction by allowing 
programs at the high school level when required 
by federal statutes, regulations or pursuant to 
the conditions of federal grants. That is 
conceivably beyond what they could have done, 



and yet were advised by the Attorney General's 
office not to further confound the bind that 
school districts were in. 

The official later added: 

I'm sure that if a case had ever come to light, 
you know, a particular case, there could have 
been some question as to whether the Board had 
the authority in its rules to make the provision 
for that. But they were also aware that federal 
statute preempts state restriction and, I guess, 
tried to help districts out of a bind. 
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A very important role of the Arizona Department of 

Education, as well as of the state Board of Education, in 

relation to the 1981 bilingual statutes was to attempt a 

resolution of the apparent differences between state and 

federal authority and regulation. Even though the state 

Board's administrative regulations were acknowledged to 

rest on questionable legality, they were put into effect 

by state educational officials with full knowledge and 

advice from the state Attorney General's office. The 

administrative role of the state in relation to the 

bilingual statutes was not to enforce its statutory 

limits, but to protect local district programs designed 

for children requiring specialized instruction. 

The official was asked to describe the procedures 

for establishing administrative regulations for an Arizona 

statute, and asked if there had been any deviations from 

the usual procedure for the regulations in question. The 

following steps were outlined: 
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1. Preparation of a draft of the regulations by a 

staff office 

2. Review by a top management team from the 

Department of Education 

3. Review by the Arizona Attorney General's office 

4. Presentation to the state Board of Education for a 

Board vote to hold a public hearing 

5. Filing of the regulations with the Arizona 

secretary of state's office 

6. 45 day waiting period 

7. Public hearing 

The official said that the administrative regulations for 

the 1981 bilingual statutes followed this normal 

procedure. 

The official added that, even though the 

regulations may have exceeded Board authority, the 

Attorney General's office gave its okay, and: 

• • • keep in mind this went through the whole 
process. It wasn't that somebody just wrote this 
and said, isn't this a neat, sneaky way to get 
everybody to do what they want. It was pretty up 
front. 

The state official expressed the opinion that the 

formulation of a solution to the perceived OLP/LEP program 

dilemma through the use of administrative regulations 

might not have been the best method. 

But I know there could have been another way, 
and that would have been for everybody to say 



wait a second, let's not do it through rule. 
Let's try and revise the statute. And the 
feeling was, at that time, there was much more 
to lose than to gain because of the reading of 
the legislature .••• we would not have come 
away from, especially at that time, in the 
legislative character, we would not have come 
away from an effort to revise on the winning 
side. 
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Therefore, education officials in the state Department 

created a politically expedient, if questionably legal, 

solution to this apparent educational and political 

dilemma. They followed the routine procedure for 

formulating the regulations, and the regulations were put 

into effect without difficulty, even from the legislature. 

Replacement of the 1981 
Bilingual statutes 

In the spring of 1984, the Arizona state 

legislature drafted and passed new legislation to replace 

ARS 15-705 thru 15-707. The new legislation removed the 

four-year limit on student participation in bilingual 

programs as well as the ban on secondary level bilingual 

programs. Also removed was section (C) of ARS 15-705 which 

threatened the revocation of teaching certification of 

teachers who did not abide by the statutory limitations or 

used a language other than English for purposes of 

instruction. Table 3 presents a comparison of the old and 

the new bilingual statutes. 
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Table 3. A comparison of the 1981 and the 1984 bilingual 
statutes. 

1981 statutes 1984 statutes 

1. 4 year limit on student 1. no limit on student 
participation in bilingual participation 
programs 

2. ban on secondary 2. no ban on secondary 
bilingual programs programs 

3. threat of revocation of 3. revocation clause 
certification of teachers removed 

4. provision of services 4. provision of services 
permitted where OLP/LEP required where 
students enrolled OLP/LEP students 

enrolled 

S. no specific reference to 5. voluntary, not 
voluntary or non- required student 
voluntary participation participation in 
or parental programs and only 
notification with parental 

notification 

6. no specific requirement 6. specific instructions 
on census and diagnostic on census procedures 
procedures for school and diagnostic 
districts assessment and 

reassessment for 
school districts 

7. no specific require- 7. specific require-
ments except numbers ments for establish-
1 and 2 above ment of Bilingual 

and ESL programs 
with specified 
options 
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Table 3--Continued 

1981 statutes 1984 statutes 

8. minimum qualifications 8. by 1987-88 bilingual 
of teachers to be set instruction classes 
by the Superintendent must be taught by 
of Public Instruction certified teachers 

with bilingual 
endorsements 

9. preparation of annual 9. preparation of 
report to Superintendent annual report with 
of Public Instruction increase in specific 

level of detail 

10. no specific monitoring 10. detailed monitoring 
and enforcement role and enforcement role 
for Superintendent of for Superintendent of 
Public Instruction Public Instruction 
regarding school regarding school 
district compliance district compliance 
with the statutes -with the statutes 
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Besides the removal of the restrictions of the old 

statutes, Table 3 shows some other very important changes. 

First,.from a policy standpoint, the new statutes have 

been brought more in line with federal directives by 

moving from a permissive to a mandatory perspective on the 

provision of services. Where an OLP/LEP student population 

exists in a district, some specialized services must be 

provided for these children, at minimum an individual 

instruction program (IEP) for each separate child, at 

maximum a comprehensive bilingual or ESL program. Although 

the provision of services by school districts is made 

mandatory where there are OLP/LEP children present, the 

statutes clearly point out that student participation in 

specialized instruction programs is completely voluntary, 

and parental notification and consent is required. 

Second, the statutes mandate a primary home 

language assessment and specific diagnostic procedures in 

every school district. Rediagnosis of currently enrolled 

OLP/LEP children in bilingual and ESL programs is also 

required at least every two years. The old statutes 

contained no such requirements. 

Third, the new statutes detail several 

programmatic options from which school districts may 

choose to meet their statutory obligations. Districts can 

make their program selection based upon local capability 
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and community desires, as well as the number of OLP/LEP 

students enrolled in the district. Table 4 displays the 

program options available to school districts under the 

1984 statutes. 

Table 4. OLP/LEP Programs Options for School Districts 
Under the 1984 Bilingual Statutes. 

10 or more OLP/LEP 
Students 

1. Transitional Bilingual, 
K-6 

2. Language Learning 
Program, 
7-12 

3. Bilingual-Bicultural, 
K-8 or K-12 

4. ESL with a Cultural 
Component 

10 or Fewer OLP/LEP 
Students 

Any of the options as listed 
at the left for 10 or more 
students 

or 

Individual Instructions 
Programs (IEP) for all 
students not enrolled in 
one of these four program 
options 

The no-programs option which existed under the 

1981 statutes has disappeared completely, except in the 

case of a district which has absolutely no students in the 

OLP/LEP category. Given the mandatory assessment 

techniques, moreover, there is less liklihood that OLP/LEP 

children will get "lost" in a district. 
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Fourth, Table 3 illustrates another important 

difference between the 1981 and the 1984 statutes. By the 

1987-88 school year, the new statutes will require that 

classes of bilingual instructrion be taught by certified 

classroom teachers with a bilingual education endorsement. 

This requirement will mean the end of another of the 

options under the 1981 statutes listed in Table 1: a 

bilingual program taught by a monolingual classroom 

teacher with a bilingual aide. Such programs will not be 

permissible as of 1987-88. 

Fifth, as indicated in Table 3, an annual report 

remains a requirement under both the old and the new 

bilingual statutes. However, the 1981 statutes did not 

require extensive data reporting, and the characteristics 

of district programs, as observed earlier, were 

essentially unrevealed. The new bilingual statutes require 

an increased volume of data, as well as an increase in the 

level of detail in reporting information. Table 5 shows a 

comparison of the data required under both the 1981 and 

the 1984 statutes. 

As can be observed from Table 5, no public school 

district in the state will escape reporting certain kinds 

of information under the new statutes. Furthermore, 

certain categories of data must be reported by grade level 

and by school. In contrast, the reporting requirements 
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Table 5. Data required from school districts in the 
annual report under the 1981 and the 1984 
bilingual statutes. 

1981 statutes 

All School Districts 

None required 

1984 statutes 

All School Districts 

1. Number of students 
with primary home 
language other than 
English, by grade 
level by school 

2. Identification and 
Assessment Procedures 
used to Determine 
above number 

3. Number of Limited 
English Proficient 
students, by grade 
level by school 



Table 5--Continued 

1981 statutes 

Only Districts Providing 
a special Course for LEPs 

1. Program Explanation 

2. Funds Expended: Amount 
and Purpose during 
Fiscal Year 
(Note: source not 
required by statute 
but requested by 
report form of 
Arizona Department 
of Education) 

3. Plans for the 
Ensuing Year 
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1984 statutes 

Only Districts with LEP 
students Enrolled 

4. Description of 
Program Services 

5. Number of Partici
pating students per 
Program, by grade 
level by school 

6. Language Proficiency 
pupils in Program, by 
grade level by 
school 

7. Achievement Test Data 
on Participating 
Pupils, if Available 

8. Reassessment 
Criteria and 
Procedures 

9. Source and Amount of 
Funds Expended 

10. Number and 
Qualifications of 
Program staff 
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under the 1981 statutes were quite general. More detail 

was requested in the Arizona Department of Education's 

report form than was actually required by the 1981 

statutes, and that form still did not elicit detailed 

programmatic information. 

Finally, Table 3 reveals the establishment of a 

clear, detailed monitoring and enforcement role for state 

education officials in securing school district compliance 

with the new statutes. In fact, a separate statute ( ARS 

15-756) specifies the monitoring and enforcement duties of 

the Superintendent of Public Instruction under the 1984 

statutes. Table 6 contrasts the required duties of the 

superintendent of Public Instruction under both the 1981 

and the 1984 bilingual statutes. 
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Table 6. A Comparison of statutorily Required Activities 
for Superintendent of Public Instruction under 
the 1981 and 1984 Bilingual Statutes. 

1981 Statutes 1984 Statutes 

1. establish testing 1. enforce the compliance 
standards and qual i- of school districts with 
ficati.ons for students the requirements of the 
to quality for each statutes 
grade level prior to 
and after completion 
of each program 

2. establish minimum 2. monitor and review all 
qualifications for requirements for fiscal 
instructors in and programmatic 
OLP/LEP Programs reporting of bilingual 

and ESL programs 

3. establish that school 3. prepare an annual report 
districts seeking to the legislature 
support have suitable 
facilities 

4. prepare annual report 
to the legislature 

As can be seen from Table 6, the role of state education 

officials has become directly involved with the 

enforcement of requirements under the new statutes. 

Whereas the 1981 statutes were silent regarding the 

enforcement process for the four-year limit on student 

participation in bilingual programs or of the ban on 

secondary level bilingual programs, the 1984 statutes 

, 
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specifically assign the enforcement duties to the state 

Department of Education. 

synthesis of Findings 
and prior Research 

Research evidence supports the findings of this 

study. Clune and Lindquist (1981) address the Lssue of 

policy design, noting that: 

One of the most basic constraints on the 
effectiveness of laws is the design of the laws 
themselves • • • problems with implementation 
often relate back to the intrinsic limitations 
of the underlying legal structure. • • • Very 
often the crucial decisions which determine how 
effective a law can be in achieving the 
underlying social goal are made in the legal 
mandate (p. 1056). 

Clune and Lindquist further suggest that successful 

implementation requires "premeditating, targeting, 

oversight, and control" (P. 1079). 

As noted earlier, ARS 15-705 through 707 contained 

a design flaw. No monitoring or enforcement mechanism had 

been created by policymakers to compel or persuade local 

school districts to accept the limitations on services in 

bilingual programs. During the interval these statutes 

were in effect, no efforts were made by a state education 

agency to enforce the requirements of the statutes, with 

the sole exception of preparing the annual report. 

The absence of a provision for the enforcement of 

the statutes contributed to the activities of the Arizona 
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Department of Education relevant to ARS 15-705 through 

707. Since categorical funding had been removed from the 

statutes, the department, with no clear mandate to enforce 

statutory requirements, did not feel obligated to monitor 

school district activities. Interview data had revealed 

that the department preferred an assistance role with 

local districts rather than one of enforcement. Murphy 

(1971) had encountered a similar service-oriented attitude 

on the part of a state department of education agency. 

Furthermore, the agency of the Arizona Department 

of Education responsible for OLP/LEP programming in the 

state was both a state and federal agency. Although this 

agency was responsible for enforcing state law which fell 

within its domain, it was federally funded. Interview data 

revealed that this agency felt that its state duties were 

officially secondary to its federal obligations. 

Kirst and Jung (1980) relate that one of the 

objectives of Title I was to increase the capacities of 

state departments of education. 

Title I also initially provided one percent of 
its $1.3 billion for state agencies (now two 
percent of its $3.08 billion) for state agencies 
to administer the Program. In effect, ESEA 
represents a deliberate policy of underwriting 
the growth and reorientation of state departments 
of education which had historically been 
independent of, and in part, antagonistic to 
increases in federal administrative control (P. 
10). 
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By increasing the capacities of state departments of 

education, the federal government extended its policies 

into the very heart of state education control mechanisms. 

Ingram (1977) suggests that all grants-in-aid were 

designed for the advancement of federal policies. 

The underlying logic of federal grants-in-aid as 
an implementation technique is that the federal 
government can hire states with money to run its 
errands and do its will (p. 500). 

Thus, federal influence was felt at both the state and 

local school district level through grants-in-aid. At the 

district level funds were received to construct programs; 

at the state level funds were used to assist local 

district efforts. 

However, as discovered in this study, some of the 

bilingual programs created with federal funds, especially 

those begun or expanded to meet OCR requirements, were in 

conflict with the ceiling on services in the state 

statutes. Guidelines for ARS 15-705-707 were written by 

the state Department of Education which attempted to 

reconcile the conflict between state law and federal 

requirements. 

Levin (1983) describes OCR's use of the 1970 

Memorandum promulgated by HEW to implement Title VI of the 

Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Lau Remedies created 

after Lau v. Nichols (1974). OCR used these sets of 

guidelines to persuade school districts to establish 
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programs for OLP/LEP students, particularly the bilingual 

programs. The essential observation to make in this 

instance is that the federal government used guidelines to 

solve perceived problems, just as the state guidelines for 

ARS 15-705-707 were used to resolve the conflict between 

state and federal policies. The use of guidelines to solve 

a problem was not an isolated instance in the case of ARS 

15-705-707. 

Another aspect of the state guidelines for ARS 

15-705-707 was the lack of fidelity between the 

proscriptions contained in the statutes and the 

permissiveness of the guidelines for the statutes. ARS 

15-705-707 banned secondary-level bilingual programs, yet 

the guidelines for the same statute permitted secondary 

programs. Bardach (1977) points out a reason for slippage 

between the contents of statutes and their administrative 

guidelines: 

Die-hard opponents of the policy. who lost out in 
the adoption stage seek, and find, means to 
continue their opposition when ••• administrative 
regulations and guidelines are being written. 
Many who supported the original policy proposal 
did so only because they expected to be able to 
twist it in the implementation phase to suit 
purposes never contemplated or desired by others 
who formed part of the original coalition. They 
too seek a role in the administrative process. 
(p. 38) 

The political process which created the statutes continued 

during the guideline development stage with different 
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inputs, different actors, and sometimes with a different 

final product.In the case of ARS 15-705-707, the 

legislature created the statutes, while the state 

Department of Education formulated the guide1ines--with 

somewhat different results. 

Finally, the issue of numbers should be raised. 

Disricts whose programs were deemed to be out of 

compliance with the state statutes had large OLP/LEP 

student enrollments, whereas other districts revealing no 

compliance problems with ARS 15-705-707 had relatively 

fewer OLP/LEP students. This finding reflects the comment 

of Justice Blackman in his concurring opinion in Lau v 

Nichols (1974): 

I merely wish to make it plain that when, in 
another case, we are concerned with a very few 
youngsters, or with just a single child ••• I 
would not regard today's decision ••• as 
conclusive upon the issue whether the statute 
and the guidelines require the funded school 
district to provide special instruction. For me, 
numbers are at the heart of this case and my 
concurrence is to by understood accordingly. 



Chapter 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

The study sought to investigate the degree of 

compliance of selected Arizona school districts with a set 

of state statutes which placed a limit on the amount of 

permissible educational services to students. Data was 

gathered from a tri-county area of southeastern Arizona by 

means of questionnaires sent to districts and interviews 

of district officials. Additional information was 

collected from the State Department of Education in the 

form of an interview of a top official and a few 

documents. 

It was expected that the results of this study 

would reveal why some school districts had implemented 

bilingual instruction programs which exceeded or ignored 

the specific limitations set forth in the 1981 state 

bilingual statutes. The study was also expected to 

disclose the role state education officials had played in 

regulation school district activity under these statutes. 

The questions deemed pertinent to the research 

effort were as follows: 
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1. What programs were implemented by local school 

districts under ARS 15-705-707 (1981) to meet the 

educational needs of OLP/LEP students in their 

districts? 

2. Were the programs implemented by local school 

districts for OLP/LEP students in compliance with 

the statutory requirements of ARS l5-705-707? 

3. If a school district's program for OLP/LEP 

students was found not to comply with the 

requirements of ARS 15-705-707, what explanation 

did the district offer for its choice of program 

offering? 

4. What monitoring or enforcement efforts were made 

by the Arizona state Department of Education to 

secure compliance by local school districts with 

ARS 15-705-707? 

The findings relevant to each of the above research 

questions follow. 

Research Question One 

It was discovered that school districts in the 

sample area used five different options in OLP/LEP 

programming: 1) to provide no program, 2) to provide ESL 

through a regular classroom teacher, 3) to provide ESL 

plus a bilingual teacher aide, 4) to provide bilingual 

instruction through a monolingual classroom teacher and a 



bilingual teacher aide, and 5) to provide bilingual 

instruction through a bilingual classroom teacher. 
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The major program change after the passage of the 

1981 bilingual statutes was determined to be a 20% 

increase (from 5 to 11) in the number of ESL programs 

taught by regular classroom teachers after 1981. Decreases 

were noticed in other program option categories: a 10% 

decrease (from 4 to 1) in the number of districts 

providing ESL with a classroom teacher and a bilingual 

aide, a 7% decrease (from 12 to 10) in the number of 

districts providing no programs for OLP/LEP students, and 

a 3% decrease (from 6 to 5) in bilingual instruction 

taught by a bilingual classroom teacher. No change was 

found in the number of districts offering bilingual 

instruction by providing a bilingual aide for a 

monolingual classroom teacher. 

The data revealed that before 1981 40% of the 

districts reported that they provided no programs for 

OLP/LEP students and after 1981 33% reported that they 

continued to provide no programs for these students. 

Interviews with administrative officials from these 

districts were conducted to determine why so many 

districts seemed to be ignoring this category of students. 

The interview data revealed that districts 

officials felt they had no need to establish any 

specialized instruction program because 1) they asserted1y 
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had no OLP/LEP students in their districts; 2) all 

Mexican-American students in their districts were said to 

be English-speaking; or 3) they provided ESL on an 

as-needed basis if an OLP/LEP student enrolled in the 

district. 

Research Question Two 

Of the five program options utilized by districts 

participating in the study, only bilingual instruction 

programs potentially might have been out of compliance 

with the 1981 statutes. Bilingual programs could violate 

the four-year limit on student participation and/or 

provide instruction in grades 9-12, both of which were 

illegal under the 1981 state statutes. 

Evaluation of the survey data and interviews with 

district officials demonstrated that 6 of the 8 bilingual 

programs operating after 1981 were in conflict with the 

state's statutory restrictions: 3 of the K-8 programs 

ignored the four-year limit on student participation, and 

the 3 K-12 districts ignored both the four-year limit and 

the ban on secondary programs. 

Research Question Three 

Interviews with school district officials 

indicated that many school districts disregarded the 

four-year limit on services because they felt they had the 
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discretion to do so. They believed that they could exceed 

the limit if they concluded the student's need for 

continued services existed. They interpreted the statutes 

to mean that as long as they provided a minimum of four 

years of participation in programs to students, they could 

provide more if they needed or wanted to do so. 

Other data revealed that at least 3 of the 

programs out of compliance with state law were originally 

established under pressure from the federal Office of 

Civil Rights. Officials from these districts expressed a 

heavy obligation to meet both the needs of students and 

the desires of the federal government. They concluded that 

the federal requirements superceded state restrictions 

under these circumstances, even though they expressed 

concern for the need to obey state law. 

District officials were questioned about the 

efforts state officials had made to press school districts 

to conform with the mandates of the 1981 bilingual 

statutes. Local officials indicated that making an annual 

report to the Arizona Department of Education was their 

only state-imposed requirement from 1981 to June of 1984. 

No other monitoring or enforcement efforts were made by 

state officials. 
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Research Question Four 

An investigation into the monitoring and 

enforcement role of state education officials under the 

1981 state bilingual statutes began with a review of the 

annual report of the Arizona Department of Education. It 

was discovered that this report did not request data at 

sufficient particularity to detect any violations of the 

requirements of the 1981 state bilingual statutes. It was 

also determined that state officials did not otherwise 

require school districts to report data so as to be able 

to make determinations of compliance. 

An interview with a key state Department of 

Education official yielded an acknowledgement that no 

efforts were made to monitor OLP/LEP programs under the 

1981 statutes because the Department no longer allocated 

categorical funds to OLP/LEP programs. Moreover, the 

official said that the policy of the Department was, at 

that time, one of service rather than enforcement. 

The state official further explained that the 

office which the official represented was federally funded 

and that its primary obligation and loyalty was to promote 

federal rather that state initiatives. Thus, no 

state-funded enforcement process existed to oversee the 

1981 bilingual statutes; all activities emanated from this 



federally-funded office within the state Department of 

Education. 
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The state official pointed out that the major 

motivation of state education officials after passage of 

the 1981 bilingual statutes was to insulate existing 

OLP/LEP programs from statutory restrictions. Through the 

promulgation of new administrative regulations for the 

1981 statutes, state Department of Education officials, 

with the approval of the state Attorney General's office, 

attempted to reconcile the differences between state and 

federal legislation so that existing bilingual programs 

could continue to function, notwithstanding their facial 

violation of state statutes. 

The 1984 Bilingual statutes 

New bilingual statutes were passed by the Arizona 

state legislature in early 1984. These statutes repealed 

ARS 15-705-707 and removed the restrictions on programs of 

bilingual instruction. The new statutes mandated that 

districts which had OLP/LEP students provide services for 

them, required the screening of students in all school 

districts to identify OLP/LEP students, and detailed a 

range of programmatic options from which districts might 

select to provide specialized instruction for OLP/LEP 

students. 
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The new statutes also mandated that school 

districts report a considerable body of data on OLP/LEP 

programs at a very specific level of detail. Most 

important of all, the statutes mandated a specific 

monitoring and enforcement for state education officials. 

The statutes also required that by 1987-88 all bilingual 

instruction programs be taught by certified teachers with 

a bilingual education endorsement. 

Conclusions 

The study revealed that slightly over 75% of the 

participating school districts had implemented program 

options under the 1981 bilingual statutes which conformed 

to the requirements of the statutes. However, the majority 

of the districts included in this number were rural and 

had very few or no OLP/LEP students enrolled in their 

districts. The greatest concentrations of OLP/LEP students 

were found in larger urban districts. These districts 

contained most of the programs which were in conflict with 

the restrictions of the 1981 statutes. 

Therefore, it would be misleading to conclude that 

school districts complied routinely with the 1981 

bilingual statutes. On the contrary, these statutes did 

very little to regulate the services provided to the 

greatest number of OLP/LEP students. Rural districts had 

few OLP/LEP students and felt little urgency to implement 
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a program option which might not comply with the state 

statutes. These districts also had fewer monetary and 

staff resources to build more elaborate OLP/LEP programs. 

On the other hand, urban districts did feel an 

urgency to meet the specialized needs of large numbers of 

OLP/LEP students. This urgency stemmed, in part, from 

general federal mandates to provide adequate services to 

OLP/LEP children. In addition, federal authorities 

provided the incentive of incremental federal funding (and 

the sanction of general termination of federal funds) to 

encourage the implementation of the programs they wanted 

put into practice. In contrast, the state had just removed 

all categorical funding from its 1981 statutes. Therefore, 

in the face of federal pressures and the enticement of 

federal funding, the restrictions of state statutes were 

disregarded. Thus, where the state statutes were put to 

their severest test, in large urban districts, the 

statutes were unable to control the particular programs 

they sought to restrict. 

A critical flaw in the 1981 bilingual statutes 

also contributed to their failure to achieve their desired 

controls on programs. The legislature had failed to create 

a clear and meaningful monitoring and enforcement role for 

state education officials in relation to the specific 

proscriptions on bilingual programs mandated in the 
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statutes. In addition, the removal of categorical funding 

from the state statutes caused the monitoring and 

enforcement efforts which had been taking place under 

prior statutes to cease. 

This oversight on the part of the state 

legislature permitted state education officials to 

interpret their role in relation to the 1981 statutes in a 

manner compatible with their service orientation. It also 

resulted in the formation of administrative regulations 

for the 1981 statutes which served to protect existing 

OLP/LEP programs rather than to enforce statutory 

prohibitions. Thus, since no provisions were made to 

adequately implement state values, they were displaced by 

federal values: via federal funds for the establishment of 

approved programs and the federal requirements placed on 

the use of all federal funds. 

Lastly, the prohibitions on services to children 

who needed services, at least in the view of educators 

responsible for their instruction, seemed to be 

artificial, arbitrary, and incompatible with the values 

espoused by members of the teaching profession. There was 

little incentive among those educators who supported the 

provisions of services to deny services to students where 

state and federal officials appeared to be granting 

approval of their efforts. Thus, there were several 
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factors which contributed to the lack of success of these 

poorly designed and poorly enforced statutes in securing 

the compliance of school districts with their 

restrictions. 

Recommendations 

This study provided valuable insights into the 

failure of a state statute to secure its intended purpose. 

It also revealed information about why school districts 

would disregard the requirements of legally-binding 

statute. 

It is recommended that the implementation of the 

1984 bilingual statutes be studied. Several aspects of the 

new statutes merit assessment to determine their effects 

on OLP/LEP programs in the state. The following areas of 

the statutes should be diligently investigated: 

1. The effects of mandated diagnostic assessment: Do 

all districts have adequate resources and skills 

to properly conduct student diagnostic assessment? 

Will improvements in screening identify more 

OLP/LEP students, especially where none were 

discovered before? Will improved diagnosis result 

in an increase in the number of OLP/LEP programs, 

and if so, what kind of program will predominate 

in implementation? 
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2. The effects of mandated monitoring and enforcement 

of statutory requirements on programs: Will there 

be more or less variety in the kinds of .programs 

implemented by school districts? What effect will 

the improvements in data reporting and collection 

have on programs? Will the new statutes be more 

faithfully implemented that were the old ones? 

3. The changes in the role of the Arizona Department 

of Education: How will the fact that the oversight 

agency remains federally funded affect its 

monitoring and enforcement efforts? Will the 

service orientation which existed under the 1981 

statutes be changed by its new enforcement role, 

and in what ways will it change? 

4. The effects of the requirement that teachers in 

bilingual instruction programs be certified and 

possess a bilingual endorsement: How will this 

affect the quality of programs? How will this 

requirement affect the promulgation of bilingual 

programs? 

5. The balance of state and federal influence on 

local district programs under the new bilingual 

statutes: Will both state and federal priorities 

for OLP/LEP student populations be properly 

reconciled under the 1984 statutes? 
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6. The effect of the program requirements contained 

in the 1984 statutes on teacher training programs 

at the state universities: Will there be a 

concomitant increase in enrollment and graduation 

of qualified teachers for the increased number of 

required OLP/LEP programs? Will there be a 

certification requirement for teachers of ESL? 

In addition, it is recommended that attempts to 

utilize the research methodology used in this study employ 

the following procedures. 

1. The study should retain the use of both 

questionnaires and interviews. The use of 

questionnaires will facilitate the gathering of 

information on what exists, while interviews 

provide insights from insiders as to why it 

exists. 

2. Discontinue the use of dual questionnaires as 

described in Chapter 3. This practice proved to be 

needless. 

3. The study should attempt to include more onsite 

contact and visitation. This should reduce 

participant reticence and improve access to 

documents which help support questionnaire and 

interview data. 
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4. The study should seek to expand its sample area so 

that generalization from the data obtained would 

be improved. 

5. The study should retain its flexibility and not be 

tied to a rigid design. This will permit the 

pursuit of pertinent information which emerges 

during the course of the study. 
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§ 15-705 INSTlurCTION Ch.7 

§ 15 -705. Conducting of schools in English language; bilingual 
instruction 

A. All schools shull be conducted in English, except special classes 
as provided in subsection B. 

D. In the first eight grades of any common school district or uni
fied school district where there are pupils who have difficulty in 
writing, speaking (~r undemtanding the English language because 
they are from an environment wherein another language is spoken 
primm'ily or exc1ush'ely, the school district may provide special pro
grams of bilingual instruction. 

C. A teacher who fails to comply with this section is guilty of un
professional conduct and his certificate shall be revoked. 
Added by Laws 1981, eh. 1, § 2, eff. Jan. 23, 1981. 

Source: 

I.nws 1012, Ch. 77, § i:i 
Ch·. Cndl' lIlla, § :.!7(l!l. 
Ill'\'. {'nlll' 10:!S, § 10H. 
Colle 1039, § 54-1101. 

ftIIstorlcal Note 

A.n.S. forl1lf!r § lr)-!!O!!. 
Laws InUn, Ch. II;;, ~ 2. 
Laws 10i3, Cli. lOti. § 1. 

LJbrar,v Ileferences 

Hl'IlOOls e::>lfI4. C.J.S. Srbools and School DistrictN § 
485. 

§ 15 -706. Special educational programsj bilingual instruction 
and special instruction in English 

A. There shall be special educational programs to carry out the 
provisions of this section and § 15-707 subject to certification by the 
superintendent of public instruction and pursuant to the rules and 
regulations prescribed by the state board of education relating to the 
administration of this section and § 15-707. 

B. The state board of education shall establish: 
1. Testing standurds and qualification requirements for students 

to qualify for each grade level under this section and § 15-707 prior 
to and after completion of each program. 

2. Minimum qualifications for instructors to teach under this sec
tion and § 15-707. 

3. That school districts seeking support under this section and § 
15-707 have suitable facilities. 
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Ch.7 CURRICULUM § 15-707 
C. The superintendent of public instruction sha)l enforce the com

pliance of school districts with the requirements of subsection B of 
this section. 
Added by Laws 1981, Ch. 1~ § 2, eff. Jan. 23, 1981. 

Source: 
I.aws 1009, Ch. 05, § 3. 
A.n.S. torml'r § 1i1-1097. 
I.aws 1973, Ch. 169, 15. 

FaclJltles, sec I 15-707. 

Schools ~164. 

Historical Note 

Cross References 

Ubrary References 
C.J.S. Schools and School Districts I 

48:). 

§ 15 - 707. Bilingual instruction and special instruction In Eng
lish; powers of the governing board; definition 

A. The governing board of a school district may: 
1. Provide a special course of bilingual instruction for common 

school pupils, not to exceed an accumulated period of four years per 
pupil, to expand the minimum curriculum' and satisfy district goals 
and objectives. 

2. Provide a special course of instruction for common school chil
dren who are having difficulty in speaking or understanding the 
English language. This special instruction in the English language 
shall be in addition to the regular course of instruction prescribed in 
all school districts. 

3. Employ special bilingual teachers for the operation of special 
classes of oral English instruction or bilingual education. 

4. In cooperation with another school district or districts, estab
lish special classes of oral English or bilingual instruction for chil
dren who are having difficulty with the English language, or children 
who come from environments where the dominant language is other 
than English. 

B. If the governing board 1)f a school district complies with the 
provisions contained in this section and § 15-706, the special class or' 
classes may be conducted by the school district in a classroom or 
school facility owned and maintained by the school district, or the 
school district may contract with other public agencies, within or 
without the school district., for the use of facilities in which to fur-
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§ 15-707 INSTUUCTION Ch.7 

ther the education of children who are having difficulty with oral 
English language, or children who come from environments where 
the dominant language is other than English. 

C. The governing board of a school district which provides a spe
cial course authorized ill suhsecl:ions A and B of this section shall 
prepare an annual report which explains the program conducted by 
the school district, the funds expended and for what purposes such 
funds were used during the preceding fiscal year. The l'eport shall 
include plans for the ensuing fiscal year. The report shall be present
ed to the superintendent of public instruction, who shall present all 
such reports and his recommendations to the legislature during Janu
ary of each year. 

D. For the purposes of this section and § 15-706, Clbilingual in
struction" means instruction through the media of English and an
other language for understanding, speaking, reading and writing, 
Added by Laws 1981, Ch. I, § 2. eff. Jan. 23, 1981. 
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A school district providin. a special counc of BUin,ual Instruction IlId/or Special Enallsh Ttain.in. 
(BISET) pf'Oll'llll u defIned in ARS 15·106, ARS 15·101, and pursuant to Rules prescribed by the 
AnzonaState Board of Education, under R1·2·30IS, is required to prepare a prop-am annual report 
u stipulated by ARS 15·701, Subpart C. In order to comply, please proTide the foUowinl 
information: 
~ooIObmct __________________________________________________ __ 

Contact Person ________________ Tclcphone ___________ _ 

I. Describe the procetl used by your school district to identify nudenU whose primary or 
home lansuqe is other than Enalish (R,1·2·306). 

Check all boxCl that apply: 

.. WOnudoD coDtc:ttd from pImIu OD fIUOUsneut (orm 

b. WOrmadcD coDtcttcl by IWW)' of the home 

c. Studnt .1I.fdmUftcadoa 

cL TeadI.tr JdmUftcadoll 

•• Panprof"oDII JdmtfflcatloD 
r. Othrt ____________ _ 

2. Student Assessment: 

.. Nam. orlaquap proftdlac:y "IImIDt lDsuwneDt(l) u.d (R.7·2·306): 

NIID. of Wtl'WDlllt 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

Approx. " o( 
IdeDdftc:atloD 
by Th&a Wlam 

---" 
---" 
---" 
---" 
---" 
---'" 

b. LntI or ICOC'I IIIId Oil abOft-mtDtioDid iDltNJDlDt to dltlrmiDlltUdlDt patUcipatiOD ill BISET prosnm 
(ARS U·706): 

c. III addidoD, what· crit.ria doll your school cUItrtct l1li to .t.et sm~u for prosnm puUcipauon? 

3. Give a brief description of tho cwrent (1982·1983) Billnsual Inltruction and/o~ Special 
En&lish TnWna proaram conducted by your school district tARS 15·707, R,7·2-306). 

4. Approximate number of llmited-EnsUsh proficient It\ldenfl panicipaUn.: 

.. EqIIah u • SIcoDd UnI'II. (ESL) - SNdma rlCliYinl EnIlUb wUUCUoll oaIy 

b. IIlIIIpallDltNctiOll - Nauw wpap lAd ED_ u • Second wlIIIP 1AItnacUi:ta , 

AD! 3.-411,6/13 PIp 10(2 
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S. melicate the number or BillnJual or ESL instnIctional staft in eacb or the areu listed. 

CII'tif'Mlci 1t&IT: Number 
L c.ru&d c1aaroom telCblt With BIHDpl Educadoa Tac:Mr eppl'D1'ld InS I I 
b. CmiBld c1aIIrOOID tnc:bar Without 8IlIq\IIl EcI1adoIl Tadltr IJ'PfCI'fti! un ~I =~ 

. c. 0thB ____________________ ~----------------

Paraproreaiona1: 
L rar.pror ... oaal with AA o.sr- IUd BIlJAaual c.n1ftcatl 

b. Panprof'_OGIl With IJIlIDcIaal Cani&:ace 
c. lIP Sc:bool DtpIoma or OED 
cL No lIP School DIploma 

6. melicate the amount or funds expended by your school d.iItri~ in FY 83 to protide Bilincual 
ID.muct1on and/or ESL lnstNct10n in the areu listed below: 

Prosnm Source 

L DIIUkt fundi 

b. EaA Claptar I. P.L 91·35 

Co EaA Clapttr 1 - M.\p'ult, P.L 97·35 

cL EaA Claptar 2. P.L 97·35 (llock Citmt) 

•• lob1oDoO'WIlley Act. P.L 930631 

f. !Adlai Edu.catioD Ad. PIn A. P.L 96-311 

" Ota !UPU Act. nu. IV I P.L 110352 
h. I!S!A nu. W, P.L 9$.561 

L Raf\ape Ad of 1910, P.L 96-212 
j. Other ________ _ 

s, _____ _ 

7. Check the box which describes your school distri~'1 proposed PfOlflJ1l plan ror the 1983· 
1984 school year (ARS 15-707). . 
L Cl Propim will mnliD the sam. u iD itlm Dumber 3. 

b. Cl Prosnm will be modl8ed. Dacribe. 

c. Cl No prosnm .. coac1uct.td =1912·1913 but ODe WiD be iDJdated cturialI913·19 .... DncrIbt. 

8. Check the method used by your school district to inronn parents or participatinl students or 
propvn loall and student proareu (R,7-2·306). 

L c::J Punt AdYisory CoUAdllDntmp 

b. c::J Lenar to PIIIDU 

c. c::J Hom. YUiu 

d. c::J Iltpon cards 

•. c::J Pumt-t.achtr coalmn.cn 

f. c::J Nt .... ftlr 
" c::J Other ________________ ___ 

Qedt if coadw:cad/proytdld = 
HomeWauap 

•. CJ 
b. c:::J 
c. c:::J 
d. CJ 
•. CJ 
f. CJ 
I· CJ 

For usistance in completinl this ronn. contact: Arizona Dcpanment or Education. BilinlUll 
Omce. 1535 West Jerrenon, Phoenix. AZ 85007, Phone: 255-3204. HotUne: I-8DO-352-4S!8. 
Submit ronn to same address. If more space is needed, please UJe additional PlIe(s). 

ADE 31~1J.6/13 Pip: "r 2 
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ARTICLE 3.1. BILINGUAL PROGRAMS AND ENGLISH 
AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAMS 

Amc~ 8.t; cO'Miatin.g of §§ 15-751 to 15-756, a.dded. cur 
Arffde 8", U-15-799' t& 15-799.05, by lAwlI 198., Ch.. 169, 
i.t',. 8ffecti1JtJ.AUgUIJt S, 1984., Was ren.umbered a8 tAu a.rticle 
CUId tAatJ.ectiOM. Se8 ReWey! Note, POllt. 

1114 R."IM". N.t.: 
TIle .bo"e ardcle .ad 8eCtloaa which 

comprfee It were added' by Law. 1984, 
Cb. II11J, I ~ .. ardde 8 aDd H 15-199 

throUltr 15-T9D.OG .Dd were reaumbered 
as .rtlcle 3.1 .nd H 15-'ml throulh 
15-156. reapectJ.YeI" punuaat to .uthor
Ity of I 41-130f.02. 

Derivation Table 
Sbowlal wbere the .ubJect m.tter of 1eCt!0a •• dded by Law. 1984. Cb. 

II11J; f ~ w .. co"ered by repealed aeet!ODl: 

N.. R ..... I... N.w R., .. ld .... 1.... SIotl... Sactl... SIotl ••• 
IG-~ _ ••••••••••• _ ••••••• _ •• 1G-105 IG-156 __ •• _ •••••••••• _ ••••••• 15-108 

IG-101 
15-~ _ •• _. ___ ._ ••••• _._ ••••• 15-106 

lG-1OT 

§ 15-751. DeflDlUoDII 

In this article, unless the context otherwise requires : 

1. "Limited English proficient" means having a low level of skill 
in comprehending, speaking, reading or writing the English language 
because of being from an environment in which another language is 
spoken. 
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BILINGUAL PROGRAMS 
ell. 7 

§ 15-752 

2. A "pupil whose primary home language is other than English" 
means any pupil who identifies a home language other than English 
on the school enrollment form and home language survey. 
Added as § 16-799 by Laws 1984, Ch. 169, § 2. Renumbered as § 16-761. 

Hlnortcal Note 

11184 RMIHr'. Ne.e: 
Punuant to autborlt, of I 41-13Of.02, 169, I 2 .. I IG-T99, WI. reDumbered I. 

thl. ileCtJOD, added b, Lawl 1~, Ob. I 1G-TGl. 

§ 15-752. Conducting of achooLs In English 1aDguage; blIln
pal Gr EDgUsh as IeCOnd IaDguage propama; 
volunfary parUdpaUOD;pareatal DOUfia&UoD 

A. AU classes shall be conducted in English except classes of bi
lingual instruction or foreip language inatruction. 

B. In any school district in which there are pupils who are limited 
. . English proficient, the lOverniDa' board of the school diatrict aha1l 

provide proarams of bilingual iDatruction .or English .as a second 
language ~truction .as provided in .this article. The J)rimar.Y aoa1 

. of .uch pro~ is to allow the .pupila to become proficient eDOuP 
~ EDatiah to IUcceed in ,e1111a taDpt in EnPah. The sOverniq 
board .hall deteimine if • pupil is limited EnPSh proficient by u
... i~ the pupil'a lanpap proficiency in comprehension, speIJdni', 
'reading and writinl'. in both English and the' primary home languap. 

C. Pupil participation in any program of bilingual iDatruction or 
Enatish as & HCOnd languqe instruction is voluntary and requires 
parental notification'. Parents or guardians who do not wish their 
child to participate in a bilingual program or English as a second 
language proa-ram shall 10 indicate in writiDl' to the principal of the 
school in which the pupil is enrolled. 

D. Pupils who are not limited English proficient may participate 
in bilingual pro,rams if apace is available. 
Added as § 16-799.01 by Laws 1984, Ch. 169, § 2. Renumbered .. i 16-762. 

IIktorIcaJ Note 

".roe: 
Lawl 1012, Oh. n, 1'13. 
CtY.Code lOla, 12189. 
BeY.Code 1828, 1104T. 
Code 1939, I G4-1I01. 
.A.R.8. Former H IG-202, IG-T05, 15-

TOT,I6-1098. 
Law. 1089, Cb. IICS, 112, 3. 
L&WI 1012, Cb. 124, I 2. 

LaWI 1m. Cb. leD, H 1, ~ 
LaWI 1081, Ob. 1, I 2. " 

1184 RevIHr'. Ne.e: 
Punuant to authority of I 41-laot.02, 

tbl. IIeCtIOD, added b, Lawl 11184, Cb. 
169, I 2 .. I 15-T99.01, w.. reDumber· 
ed asllG-'lIS2. 
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§ 15-752 

Adm'ft'''.natlve Code ReferenCH 

INSTRUcrlON 
Ch. 7 

BUlDlUal InltructJOD a.nd special EOIUab traJnlnl program, see A.C.R.R. RT-2-306. 

Ubnry Referenea 

SdlOO" c=a163, 1M. C.J.9. Schoo.. a.nd Scbool Dlltrlctll H 
484,4M. 

§ 15-753. Ceasus procedures; dfagnostlc &uellSlD8nt aDd reg.. 

MllllDeat 

A. . Each school district shall identify the number of pupils who 
have a primary home lanruage other than English as follows: 

1. Initial identification of such pupils from school enrollment 
fol'Dll. 

. . 2. By October 1 of each year, completion of home lana'uqe sur
veys for au. new pupils identified as havin~ 1& primary home lanruage 
other than EnrUah on school enrollment fol'Dll. 

Ii. By. ~ 1 oC each year, thft school diStrict llhall determine 
tlie Wapap proftcfencr in bQth Enitiah and the primary home Ian
&uP ot"att nftJI pupils Identified as haviDc a primAry home lanlUAl'8 
other than EqUsh:. Thft school district llhall use lana'uaP aaseaament 
fDatZumenta. apProved by the. state board of' education to determine 
lupap proficiency.' . 

C. A .lChool district in which limited EngUah proficient p~pils. are 
enrolled shall adopt lanpap reaaaesament criteria and procedures 
as pntaeribed by the state board for the purpoae of reelasaification of 
papUa. The Iaquqe reassessment criteria and procedures shall: 

L Be UIed at Ieut one& every two yean with·aU. limited Eqliah 
proficient pupils enrolled in bilfDlual· prorrams or Enatiah as a second 
Iaquqe pl"OlftD18 to determine if the pupils have developed the 
EnrUah lansruap skills neceuary to succeed in Enatiah only instruc
tion. A reclassified pupil may continue in a bilinsual pro~ or be 
placed in an all Eqtish program. 
~ Bemultf-faceted and shall include the follo~ criteria: 
(a) A teacher evaluation of the pupil's Enarliah lanlUAP proflcien

er and an asseument of the pupil's readiness ,to succeed in an Enaiish 
lana'uaP coune of study. 

(b) An objective aaaeument of the pupil's orallanguap proficien
cy, writin~ sJdlls and literacy skilla in Endish. 

(c) Parent opinion and consultation. 
Added u', 16-799.02 by Lawa 1984, Ch, 169, I 2. Renumbered as § 15-763. 
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BILINGUAL PROGRAMS 
Ch. 7 

1184 R.ylll". Net.: 

§ 15-754 

HIatorkal Note 

Puna.Dt to aathorlt, of • 41-1304.02, 189" 2 a •• It)-799.02, WI. ftDumbered 
thl. Iect.\OD, added b, Law. 11184, Ob. ... It)-75S. 

§ IS-754. BWDpaI pI'OgI'8IU UId EDcJIah .... 8eOODd 1aD
pace procnms: requlremellt8 

A. Each school district which has ten or more limited Ena'liIIh 
proficient pupils in aDy kindergarten prozra,m or ande in aDy aool 
.hall provide 8; bi1iqual prop-am or Enaiiah as a second laquap pro
gram for the limited 'En,nah proficient pupils. ~ainnina" withf"lIC&l 
year 1987-1988, CJ'II1IeS of bilinpal instruction ahaU 'be taught .by 
teachers who poueaa a basic or standard eert1ticate to teach with a 
bilingual education endorsement. A achool diltrict may meet the re
quirements of this subsection by implementing- aDY of the foDowin&' 
.p~:' . 

1. A transitional bilina'ual Prorr&lD 'COnaiating-·of an orpnized .pro
rram of iDatruetion which is conduCted in ldDderprten J)~ and 
JT&dea one throua'h m in ""hich participatiDa" pupDa ~ve fnatrUo. 
tion in ad ·tbroqh En,nah.aDd the primary.home ~-of.the 
pupUa. The principal pal o.f ..a -traDlitiODal .bDiqUa'J'"P'DP,IUIi t8 ., 
inereue the Eqliah JaqUp .proficienq and academic achievement 
of the pupils in order to transfer them. to aU Enatiah instru¢on when 
they meet the relsseument criteria as prescribed in 116-'768, aublec
tion C. 

2. A language learning program for grades seven through twelve 
conaiatina' of a .truc:tured biliqual program to promote "liah lan
IU&P proficiency aDd academic achievement t:hrouP the UN of the 
pupil'. primary home lanpaae for instruction in the elective aDd non
elective content courses required for ,radliation. 

S. A biliDpal-bicultural proaram for kinderprteD. proarama aDd 
rrades one throua'h eiPt or for JdDderaart;eD prorrama and ,rades 
ODe through twelve couiatiDa' of & I)'Btem of inatructiOD which UMI8 

two lana'uaIeI, ODe of which is ~, U .& meua of inatructiOD. 
It iI & meana of instructiOD which builds OD and expands the existlDa" 
IanIU&P skilla of each participatinl' pupil which will enable the pupil 
to achieve competency and literacy in both lanpaJ& 'lbia instruc
tion ahaU include the hiatol'1 and culture of this state and the United 
States, &8 weU as customs aDd values of the cultures aaaociated with 
the Ianruages beiDl'tau&'ht. 
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§ 15-754 INSTRUCl'ION 
Ch. ., 

4. A formal English as a second language program conaisting of: 
<a) Daily instruction in English language development including: 
(i) Listening and speaking skills. 

(Ii) ReadiDC and writiD~ skilla. 
<iii) Copitive and academic skill development in' English. 
(b) A plan to develop an understanding of the hlatory and culture 

of the United States, as well as an understanding of customs and 
values of the cultures associated with the primary home language of 
the pupils in the Pl"OlrRllL 

B. . Each school dlatrict which has nine or fewer limited English 
proficient pupils in any kindergarten program or gTade in any school 
shall provide these limited En~ish proficient pupils with either & 

blliDeua1 proanm or EDrfish as a second laDpare propam as pre-
8Clibed. in nbeeeticm'A of this·section or shall provide an individual 

· edacatroa' pl'OlftlD. for each of these- pupils which provides & plan 
for. meetiDe the cultural mel Uquiatic needa of the pupil. An in
cl1vfdaal educatiOIt prorram must: .. prOvided for all limited Enaiiah 
p1'Olfcfeaf: pupua: who &I"ft not eD1"Ollecl in one of the- prosrama de-
· ~ bt .ubeectfona A and: B at tht. section..' An individual educa
tio"·proanm· cona~ of .. syatematic;, individuaUud p~ of in
atzuctrcm deaipeCl to. euur.t equal educational opportunitiea for the 
pupil by. promotlae EqiJsh Jaquap devetopment and by sutainine 
D.O~ academic achievement throup the use of the pupil's Primar7 
home lanpap for subject matter IDstruction, to the extent poeaible. 
Individual education programs do Dot require teachers who have the 
bilinrual endonement to their teaching certificate. Under the 10-
perriafOll- of .. certificated teacher, primary home instruction may be 
jfwa: by paraprofeulonala, community memben or pupUa with pro
ficiency in' the- primary home lanpare seniDC as tutors. 
AcIdect .... 15-799.03 by Lan 1984. Ch. 169 •• I. BezaWDbencI u I 15-"54. 

t So-Ia odPW. 1IeWuca pI'ObebIJ' aboaIcl be to 1Ubeee. .A.. 

HIItarIc:aI Note ..... : 11M ,...,1.." ..... : 

· Lawa1let,OIa."I3. 
.t..JUL 1'0 .... II' lIS-T08, 1S-1O'I. IS-

Pumwat to &athorll:7 of , 41-13(K.QZ. 
tbIa -=tIoa. ...... bJ' La .. ,.., CIL 
1_, , t .. , 1S-1tI8.OS, ........ uabeNd 
.. ,15-nK. 'l'be nfereDee Ia IUblec:CfOD 
At parqrapb I to ... 15-m" ... IU"
ItltUted for the refereace to ., IS-
188.02" to coDfona to tile reriler'1 .... 
Damberlq of tbat aectloa. 

101T. IS-l088. 
La .. 1m, Ob. U6, ,2. 
La .. 1171. Cb. I., H Go e. 
La .. 1881. Cb. 1, 12. 

M,'nktnU .. CocSe aer.1*ICII 
BIUDCU&l IDItruet:loD &lid lpeel&1 EDrUib tralDIDc procram. Me Lo.1LJl. BT-2-aoe. 
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BILINGUAL PROGRAMS 
a.. 7 

Nota of DedlIoaa 

§ 15-'156 

I. I ..... r.1 UPOD • IbowlDC th.t the c:bUd Deeded 
8eboo1 dlKrtc:t could keep • parUc:ul.r further blllnpal inltruct10D in order to 

ehUd ID an effec:tlye bUlDpal edUcatiOD partlc:lpate equall, ID the tehOOl'l recu· 
PI'OCI'Ul for more thaD four Je.n 01111 l.r Jlrorram. Op.Atty.GeD. No. 183-OOCS. 

§ 15-755. BeporUac proceaare. 
A. Each school district Ihall lubmit a report to the department of 

education by June 16 of each year which shall include the foUowina" 
information: 

1. The number of pupUa identified as haviDa' a primary home 
Janauace other than Enlliah by ~ level by.chool. 

2. The identification and uaeument procedures used to determine 
if the pupUa identified in parqraph 1 of this IUbsection are limited 
Enatish proficient. .. 

. ,. The Dumber of pupUa identlfied.as limited EDaiWl proficient 
by rrade level bilChooL, , 

B. Each school diatrict which enrolls limited Eqtish proficient 
puplls IhaU aubmlt.a report on ita ~ propama'and ~ .. 
a IeCOnd IaDpqe pl'OI'I'aIIWto the department of cucation '1>7 3une 
16 of -each 7ear' which ..un iDelude the foDcnrbJa'information: 

1. A4eacription of P~,MnI~:' ' 
. 2. The Dumber of pupUa partidpatlq in oeac:h prosram b7 arade 
level by 1Ch001. ' 

8. The IaDpqe proficieDCY of pupUa participatiD~ in the pro-
I'l'UD by p-ade level by sehooL 

4. Aehievement test data on participating pupils, if available. 
6. Rea_lIDeDt criteria and procedures. 
6. The IOUI'Ce and amount of moDiei expended. 
7. The Dumber and qualificatiou of PI'OlTUl staff. 

Added .. I 16-'199.04 .". Laws 1984. Ch. 169, I 2. Renumbered AI 116-766. 

HIItork8l Note 
11M .... 1...., ...... : 

Panaut to aatborttJ of • 41-1ICK.02. 100., 2 u • 15-m.0f, wu nDDlDbered 
Wa·1ICttoD, adde4 b, La,... 1884, 0Ia. ... 15-'7IZ. 

., .'\ 

§ 15-756. Powen ... ddeI 01 aupeftaCeacJeat of pabllc In· 
.tractIoD 

The luperinteDdent of public iDatruction Ihall: 
1. Enforce the compliance of school districts with the require

menta of thbJ article. 
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§ 15-756 INSTRUCTION 
Ch. 1 

2. MODitor ·and review all requiremeDts for fiscal aDd program
matic reportiDlr of biliDgual programs aDd EDlrlish aa a secoDd Ian
auap programa. 

3. Present a summary of the reports specified in § 15-755 aDd 
the superiDteDdeDt's recommeDdatioDs to the legislature in January 
of each :rear. 
Adclecl .. I 15-799.05 by Law.·, 19SC, Ch. 169, I 2. Renumbered .. I 15-756. 

Hktorlcal Note 

... roe: 1114 RIWINr'a Nete: 
La ... 1_, Ch. 8G, 13. 
LILa. I'ormer H 15-7'08, 15-101n'. 

Purl1Wlt to autborll;7 of • 41-13k02. 
thla lfietlou. adcIecl b, La... 11184, Cb. 
188, .. 2'" t'l5-nIlUlCS, ... reaumbered 
.. I 15-TGe. Tbe refereDee ID parqrapb 
3 to ". 15-m" ... wbltltuted for the 
refereaee to "t 15-'1'89.04" to COlIform to 
the ren.er'. reDumberlDr of that lee
t10D. 

La ... 1m, Ch. 188, Its. 
La ... 11181, Ch. 1, • 2. 
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APPENDIX D 

ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

ANNUAL REPORT FORM UNDER 

1984 STATUTES 
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District 

ARIZONA LANGUAGE CENSUS 
AND 

PROGRAM REPORT 
PART I 

120 

Cu.: Jun. 15 

COnl1e1 Puson 

This r.port form constltutlS thl flr1t part of till annual r.port raqulrld by ARS 15-751-756 rlgardlng blllnllual p'09,ams Ina 
Eng lis II IS a HCond langualll p'09ramL 

Part I is a district lav.1 ,.port and u suell ,aquau summary Information for till district u a wllol •• Part II of til. annu.1 rloort 
Is a rl9illll' IIV.I r.port and u suell raqulSU Information rl9ltdlng till stud.nts on till particular rlglll.r. RIgIII.r l.v.1 r.ports 
are lint undll' IIparat. cov.r witt. actlv. rl'ollrtll' cOCll information pre-prlntld. 

A. Sourc. and Amount of Mania Exp.nded (ARS '5-755 8.1) 

On 11M on. (l) District Func:ts. report only tlloll costs wllicll would not lIavl lINn Incurr.d .xc.pt for til. impllm.ntlt,on 
of prOllrams pUr1uant to ARS 15-751·756. ExampllS of sucll .XCIII COSU ar.: 

- Conducting til. id.ntlflcatlon of the primary/110m. langUl1II of lIud.nU • 

• Conducting III. Engllsll and natlVl lanlluallllSllum.nts. 

• TralnlnglUH for ARS 15-751.756. 

- Ptlrcllall of supplllllllltiry Instructional matll'lals. suPPIIlS. and equlpm.nt. 

- Employment of suppl.m.ntary instructional Pll'lonnll. (00 not includ. til. cost of rlgul., cllSsroom IlIcllers whO ar, 
Impl.m.ntlng bilingual, Enllllsll u a HCond lanllUalll, or Individual Iducatlan pr09rams In tn. rlgul" classroom IS sucn 
costs would lIav. lINn incurr'd wltllout til. pr09ram(s).) 

- Emplaym.nt of supplem.ntary admlniSlratlve p'r1ann,l. (00 not Includ. til. cost of building·IIV,1 or diWict·I,vll 
persann.1 wnasa COSU would lIav. blln incurrld wltllaut III. prOllram(s).) 

On lines 2 - 8, report, by saurc., til' amount of fld,ral funds wlllcll _I uSId 10 suppl.m.nt til' dlllrict prallram uno.r 
ARS 15-751·756. (E.cn fldll'lI prOllram IIstld illS specific rlSlrictlons wllien pertain to tll,.lIowlOiUI'( of sucn funos 10 b. 
ulld for til. purpOllS of ARS 15-751·756. Contact till rlS!MCt'v, pr09ram offlc. for luisunci in Inis r'lIaro., 

Sourc. 

1. District Funds 

2. ECIA CII.ptll' I, P.~ 97-35 

3. ECIA CIlaPt.r 1 - Millralll, P.~ 97·35 

4. ECIA Cllapter 2, P.~ 97·35 (BloCk Grant) 

5. Jollnson-O'Mall.y Act, P.L. 93-638 

6. Indlln Education P.ct, Till. IV, Part A, P.L. 96.318 

7. ESEA Tltl. VII, P.~ 95·561 

8. Trlnsltlon Pr09rlm fur R.fulI" Chlldr.n P.L. 96.212 

9. Otllll' ___________ _ 

ACE 31-411, 4/85 
ddd619 

Amount 

S ______ _ 
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B. NUMBER AND OUALIFICATIONS OF PROGRAM STAFF CARS 16-165 B.7' 

Report, by program option, the number Ind qualifications of the certiflad Ita" memben who are designated. the provldan of the instructional programs required bv 
ARS 15-754. Also report the number and quillfications of the non-certlfled stiff members who are assigned to each pr~em. 

K-8 Transiliona' 
Bilingual 

7.'2 Second.ry 
Bilingual 

K.12 Bilingual' 
Bicultural 

English asl 

Second brlgUage 

Indlvldull 
Education 
Program 

Certified Teachen 
with Blllngull 
-Endorsement 

Certified Teachtn 
with Provlslona' 

Blllngull 
-Endorsement 

Certified Teachen 
without Bliinaull 

Endorsement 

Paraprofesslon ... 
with Associate of 

Arts Degree 

P..",ofeulonll. 
with HIli School 
Diploma or OED 

Plraprofealonll. 
without Diploma 

or OED 

-teachen In blllngull programs must hold one of these endorsements beginning with the 1987·' 988 school .,.. 

Certified Certified P .. 
Certified Teachen Certified Teachen Para- prot.slonah ,.. 
Teachen with Teachen with omlfled profasslonall with profeatonah 

with Provlslonll with Provisional Teachen with AssocIate HIli School _thout 
ESt ESL BlIlf1gU1l Blllnaull without of Arb Diploma DIploma 

-Endorsement -Endorsement -Endorsement -Endonament Endonement De..,.. or OED or OED 

-teachen In English. I second 11f1gU .... programs must hold one of these endorsements beglnnl", _th the 1987·1188 sdlooI.,.. 

Other Staff 
SpecIfy 

Other 
Staff 

SpecIfy 

I-' 
N 
I-' 



C. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM SERVICES CARS 1&-76& B." 

Complete • nparl" fonn for Itch of the program options Implemented by your cRitrict during thl 1984·1985 school YHf for IImltId English proM"'t ItUdtnti. O1eck the 
IUthorlzed program option reported on thll form. 

o K-8 Trensltionll BiIl,..I' o English IS I Second L"'~1gII CESL) 
o 7·12 Secondary Blllngull o Individual Education PrOQram 
o K·12 Billngull/Blculturll 
CPlease refer to ARS 1&-754 for I full descrfptlon of th'" program optIOlll.' 

Ult schooll It which thll option II provided. 

Identify grede level, It cor· 
responding school. .t which 
thl, option I. provided. 

OIIck IIrvlce delivery mode. If both 
modes If. used .t • ~ school, 
Indica.. the gred.. .t which .Ith 
mode I, provided. 

Clturoorn·Based R .. ou~ Room 

For RIICMCe Room btaId progrlml, 
lnclcatt ftt·.frtqutncy end IVIfIP 
IIIIOUnt of time llrvlce Is prowtdtcf. 

FrecptnCy AVlfIglTlml 

DescrI .. , In nlfr.tlve form, the Instructlonll servIc:ft provldtcf In this program option. Inclc:ttl eny pllIlI to moclfy thetllIfVIcII for .... 188&1_ school ¥Mr. Useldcl
tlonal peges If necessery. 

I-' 
N 
N 



......... ,-.. 

• • • 
2. 
PtlIMA"Y/HOM1 

LANOUAOI 
Of' 

ALL O'UOINAL 
1'" 

,1+II+U, ,I 
I • 

PLWI "lRJII , ~. 
TO -IMPORTANT ,. 
NOT1CI- ON • 
"!VIRII SID! , .z 
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BILINGUAL STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE 
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May 14, 1984 

Dear Educator: 

The enclosed questionnaire dealing with special educational 
programs for limited-English-proficient (LEP) students in 
Arizona public schools represents part of a study presently 
being conducted to investigate the effectiveness of the 
Arizona bilingual education statutes in effect during the 
1983-84 school year. The results of the study will provide 
data for policymakers and educators regarding the effectiveness 
of policy design in securing organizational conformity with 
policy in the creation of educational programs. 

Local school district officials are asked to participate in 
the study in two ways. First, districts are asked to provide 
copies of the following documents: 

- district policy statements regarding LEP programs, 
- LEP program descriptions, 
- the annual state report detailing the 1983-84 LEP 

programs, 
projections of LEP programs for next year, 

- 1982-83 program evaluations, 
- information regarding community and parent support 

groups for LEP programming, 
- any other documentation which you are willing to 

share to promote the understanding of your 
district's programs. 

Second, the district official in charge of LEP programs is 
asked to complete the enclosed questionnaire. The instrument 
has been tested by a sample of professional educators and has 
been revised to secure the maximum amount of data in a minimum 
of time. Completion of the questionnaire should take about 20 
minutes, though you are encouraged to share your knowledge and 
perceptions in as much depth as possible. 

Since the Arizona legislature has just rec~ntly passed new 
legislation to replace the statutes under investigation in 
this study, there will be only a brief period of time during 
which the study can be carried out. Therefore, it will be 
appreciated if you can complete the questionnaire by June 1st 
and return it and the documents in the enclosed, stamped 
envelope. Your responses will be held in strict confidence. 

I realize that this is an extremely busy time for all of us 
in education, and I certainly appreciate your assistance in 
completing this information. A summary of the results of the 
study will be available upon request. 

Thank you for your time and cooperation. 

Sincerely yours, 

I)' ~t.,~ ~fk'-u~(,,-.f..."'-k 
Dire~tor, MexIckn American Studies & Research Center 
University of Arizona 
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DIRECTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE BEGINNING 

This questionnaire has as its purpose the acquisition 
of as much information as possible about school district 
programming for LEP students. Please feel free to write any 
comments you wish regarding any item on the questionnaire. 
You may write in the margins, on the back of the pages, or 
even use additional paper. Please answer all questions as 
completely as possible using check marks, numbers, and 
written explanations as required by the item. 

Please note that several questions request informa
tion about programs which existed before 1981, which is when 
the Arizona bilingual education statutes under investigation 
in this study took effect. Other questions seek information 
about programs which existed after 1981, which includes the 
time span from January 1981 thru the spring of 1~84. 

Note that any questions referring to current 
practices refer to the 1983-84 school year. 

Note also that where the term ESL only is used, the 
term refers to programs of English-as-a-Second-Language 
which are provided separate from, rather than as a component 
of, bilingual education programs. 

Finally, if the documents you are sending contain 
the information requested by some of the items on the 
questionnaire, you may indicate on the questionnaire the 
proper document which contains the information instead of 
completing the questionnaire item if you wish. 



BILINGUAL STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. In which county is your district located? 

Cochise 

Pima 

Santa Cruz 

2. Is this district 

urban 

rural 
______ other (explain) ______________________________ _ 

3. What is the total number of students in the district 
in each category? (approximate figures permissible) 

total in district; total LEP in district 

------ total elementary; total LEP elementary 

total secondary; total LEP secondary 

4. Is there more than one minority language represented 
in the LEP student group in your school district? 

Yes No 

If Yes, how many languages are served in the LEP 
programs in your district? 

languages 

Name the languages and give the number of LEP students 
in each language currently being served. 

5. If there is more than one minority language group of 
LEP students represented in your district, what special 
services are provided for each language group? (Check 
all that apply) 

bilingual instruction in the students' native 
language by bilingual classroom teachers 

bilingual instruction in the students' native 
language by bilingual teacher aides for 
monolingual English-speaking classroom teachers 

______ ESL only (not as a component of a bilingual 
program) for all language groups 

------

bilingual instruction for some groups, ESL for 
others 

ESL or bilingual instruction for some groups, 
nothinQ for others 
other (explain) ______________________________ _ 
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6. Prior to 1981, what specialized services were provided 
by your district for LEP students?(Check all that apply) 

bilingual instruction with bilingual classroom 
teachers 

___ ESL only 

bilingual teacher aides for monolingual English
speaking classroom teachers 
other (explain) ______________________________ ___ 

none 

7. At what grade level were specialized services provided 
for LEP students before 1981? 

___ elementary 

secondary 

--- both elementary and secondary 

neither 

8. Circle all the numbers ,,,hich encompass the arade levels 
at ,.,hich programs for LEP students were provided prior 
to 1981. 

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

9. Before 1981, were the specialized programs provided for 
LEP students: 

pull-out: elementary 

self-contained: elementary 

secondary 

secondary 

10. After 1981, what specialized services were provided for 
LEP students in your district? (Check all that apply) 

bilingual education with bilingual classroom 
teachers 

ESL only 

bilingual teacher aides for monolingual English
speaking classroom teachers 
other (explain) ________________________ _ 

none 

11. At what grade level are specialized services for LEP 
students provided currently? 

elementary only 

secondary only 

both elementary and secondary 

neither 

12. Circle all the numbers which encompass the grade levels 
at which specialized programs for LEP students are 
currently beina orovided. 

K 1 . 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
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13. After 1981, were the specialized programs provided for 
LEP students: 

pull-out: ______ elementary secondary 

self-contained: elementary secondary 

14. Is there a limit on the number of years an LEP student 
may remain in a bilingual instruction program in your 
district? 

Yes No 

If Yes, what is the maximum number of years an LEP 
student may remain in a bilingual instruction program 
in your district? 

years. 

15. Is there a maximum number of years an LEP student may 
remain in an ESL only program in your district? 

Yes No ------
If Yes, what is the maximum number of years: 

years. 

16. What specialized services are currently o!fered for LEP 
students in grades 9-127 (Check all that apply) 

bilingual education with bilingual classroom 
teachers in self contained classrooms 

bilingual education; pull-out programs; 
resource teachers 

ESL only 

bilingual teacher aides for monolingual English
speaking classroom teachers 
other (explain) ______________________________ _ 

none 

17. Are there individual courses taught at the secondary 
level using a language other than English but not as 
part of an organized bilingual program and not including 
foreign language classes? 

Yes No 

If Yes, please indicate the title(s) of the course(s): 

18. How many years of ESL only are provided in your district? 

years at elementary level 

years at secondary level 



19. How are specialized services for LEP students funded 
within your school district? 

local district funds only 

state funds only 

federal funds only 

combination local and state funds 

combination local and federal funds 

combination state and federal funds 

combination all three funding sources 

don't know 

20. Total number of bilingual education program teachers 
in your district: 

= total number bilingual education program 
teachers with an official Arizona bilinaual 
teaching endorsement -

130 

= total number bilingual education program 
teachers with an emercencv Arizona bilincual 

21. 

22. 

teaching endorsement -

= total number bilingual education program 
teachers ,·;ithout an Arizona bilingual 
teaching endorsement 

Total number of teachers in district with ~fasters decree 
or higher ; total bilingual education progra~ 
teachers with N. A. or higher 

Average length of service all teachers in district 
average length of service bilingual education program 
teachers 

23. Describe procedures used for placement of LEP students 
in programs. (Use reverse side if necessary) 

24. Describe exit criteria from program for LEP students. 
(Use reverse side if necessary) 

25. How are future LEP student needs assessed for the school 
district? (Use reverse side if necessary) 
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26. In your o~inion, what improvements might be made in your 
district ~n each of the following areas to improve services 
to'LEP students? (Use reverse side if needed) 

a. funding -

c. communi tv support -

d. instructional materials -

27. Please add any comments you would lik~ to make which 
you think would assist in understanding the specialized 
programs your district offers for LEP students. Again, 
use the reverse side if necessary. 
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May 14, 1984 

Dear Educator: 

The enclosed questionnaire dealing with special educational 
programs for limited-English-proficient (LEP) students in 
Arizona public schools represents part of a study presently 
being conducted to investigate the effectiveness of the 
Arizona bilingual education statutes in effect during the 
1983-84 school year. The results of the study will provide 
data for policymakers and educators regarding the effectiveness 
of policy design in securing organizational conformity with 
policy in the creation of educational programs. 

To secure accurate information about the programs provided 
by local school districts for LEP students, it is very 
important to ask the professionals who know the most about 
such programs to share their knowledge and expertise with 
the researcher. It ~s for this reason that you have been 
selected to participate in the study. 

The questionnaire has been tested by a sample of professional 
educators and has been revised to permit the acquisition of 
all the necessary data while requiring a minimum of your 
time. The questionnaire should require approximately 20 
minutes to complete, though you are encouraged to share 
your.knowledge and perceptions in as much depth as possible. 

Since the Arizona legislature has just recently passed new 
legislation to replace the statutes under investigation in 
this study, there will be only a brief period of time during 
which the study can be carried out. Therefore, it will be 
greatly appreciated if you complete the enclosed instrument 
by June 1st and return it in the enclosed, stamped envelope. 
Your responses will be held in strict confidence. 

I realize that this is an extremely busy time for all of us 
in education, and I certainly appreciate your assistance in 
completing this information. A summary of the results of 
the study will be available upon request. 

Thank you for your time, understanding, and cooperation. 

Sincerely your~ 

/A~U) '/jd.L~t-6...P;-
Director, Mexican American Studies & Research Center 
University of Arizona 



DIRECTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE BEGINNING 
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This questionnaire has as its purpose the acquisition 
of as much information as possible about school district 
programming for LEP students. Please feel free to write 
any comments you wish regarding the items on the 
questionnaire. You may write in the margins, on the 
back of the pages, or even use additional paper. Please 
answer all questions as completely as possible using 
check marks, numbers, and written explanations as 
required by the item. 

Please note that several questions request information 
about programs which existed before 1981, which is when 
the Arizona bilingual education statutes under investigation 
in this study took effect. Other questions seek information 
about programs which existed after 1981, which includes 
the time span from January 1981 thru the spring of 1984. 

Note that any questions referring to current practices 
refer to the 1983-84 school year. 

Note also that where the term ESL only is used," the term 
refers to programs of English-as-a-Second-Language which 
are provided separate from, rather than as a component of, 
bilingual education programs. 



BILINGUAL EDUCATION 
STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. In which county is your district located? 

---
---

Cochise 

Pima 

Santa Cruz 

2. Is this district 

urban ----
rural 
other (explain) _______________________ _ 

3. What is your relationship with the school district? 

teacher 

administrator 

parent only 
other (explain) ___________________________ __ 
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4. At what level is your association with the school district? 

elementary 

secondary 

central office 
____ other (explain) ___________________________ _ 

5. Prior to 1981, what specialized services were provided by 
your district for limited-English-proficient (LEP) students? 
(Check all that apply) 

bilingual instruction with bilingual classroom 
teachers 

English-as-a-second-Ianguage (ESL) only (not as a 
component of a bilingual education program) 

bilingual teacher aides for monolingual English
s~eaking classroom teachers 
other (explain) ____________________ __ 

none 

6. At what grade level were these specialized services 
provided for LEP students before 1981? 

elementary only 

secondary only 

both elementary and secondary 

neither 
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7. Circle all the numbers which encompass the grade levels 
at which specialized programs for LEP students were 
provided prior to 1981. 

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

8. Before 1981, were the specialized programs provided for 
LEP students: 

pull-out: elementary; secondary 

self-contained: elementary; secondary 
other (explain) ______________________________ ___ 

9. After 1981, what specialized services were provided for 
LEP students in your district? (Check all that apply) 

bilingual instru=~ion with bilingual classroom 
teachers 

ESL only 

bilingual teacher aides for monolingual English
speaking classroom teachers 

other (explain) 

none 

10. At what grade level are specialized services for LEP 
students provided currentlv? 

elementary only 

secondary only 

both elementary and secondary 

neither 

11. Circle all the numbers which encompass the grade levels 
at which specialized programs for LEP students are currently 
being provided. 

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

12. Is there a limit on the number of years an LEP student 
may remain in a bilingual instruction program in your 
district? 

Yes No 

If Yes, what is the maximum? years. 

13. Is there ,a maximum number of years an LEP student may 
remain in an ESL only program in your district? 

Yes No 

If Yes, what is the maximum? years 

14. How many years of ESL only programs are provided in 
your school district? 

years at elementary level 

years at secondary level 



15. Is there a program of bilingual instruction in the 
school with which you are associated? 

Yes No 
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If Yes, circle or write in the number which corresponds 
to the following: 
a) number of bilingual self-contained classes:' 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
b) number of bilingual pull-out classes: 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
c) number of bilingual classroom teachers with an 

official Arizona bilingual teaching endorsement: 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 , 
d) number of bilingual classroom teachers with an 

emergency Arizona bilingual teaching endorsement: 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
e) number of bilingual classroom teachers without an 

.~rizona bilingual teaching endorsement: 
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

16. What specialized services are currently being offered 
for LEP students in grades 9-12? (Check all that apply) 

bilingual education with bilingual classroom 
teachers; self-contained classrooms 
bilingual education; pull-out programs; resource 
teachers 

___ ESL only 

bilingual teacher aides for monolingual English
speaking classroom teachers 
other (explain) ______________________ ___ 

___ .none 

17. Are there individual courses taught at the secondary 
level using a language other than English to teach content 
material but not as part of a bilingual program or as. part 
of'a program of foreign language instruction? 

Yes No Don't Know 
If Yes, please indicate the title(s) of the course(s), 

18. Is there more than one minority language represented in 
the LEP student group in your school district? 

Yes No 
If Yes, how many languages are served i~ the LEP programs 
in your district? (Indicate number: ) 



19. If there is more than one minority language group of 
LEP students represented in your district, what special 
services are provided for each language group? (Check 
all that applv) 

bilingual instruction in the students' native 
language by bilingual classroom teachers 

bilingual instruction in the students' native 
language by bilingual teacher aides for 
monolingual English-sp~aking classroom teachers 

ESL onlv (not as a component of a bilingual 
program) for all language groups 

bilingual instruction for some groups, ESL for 
others 

ESL or bilingual instruction for some groups, 
nothing for others 
other (explain) ______________________________ _ 

20. HOi.- are specialized services for LEP students funded 
w·ithin your school district? 

local district funds only 

state funds only 

federal funds only 

combina tion local and state funds 

combination local a.nd federal funds 

combination state and federal funds 

combination all three funding sources 

don't know 

21. l'lhat is the established pupil-teacher ratio ::or 
bilingual instruction programs in your district? 

elementary level 

secondary level 

22. Is the pupil-teacher ratio for monolingual English 
programs different from the pupil-teacher ratio for 
bilingual instruction programs? 

Yes No 

If Yes, what is the pupil-teacher ratio for the 
monolingual programs in your district? 

elementary level 

secondary level 
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23. In your opinion, what improvements might be made in 
each of the following areas to improve services to 
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LEP students in your district? (Use reverse side if needed) 

a. funding -

b. sta== -

c. communitv support -

d. instructional materials -

24. Please add any comments you would like to make which 
you think would assist in understanding the programs 
your district offers for LEP students. Again, use the 
reverse side if necessary. 
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